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the state, reaching the Mogollon mine
district Joseph Klrcher, timber inspector, accompanied Mr. Ringland.
Habeas Corpus for Indian
A Spanish "baile," otherwise known
as a dance, figured m a nabeas cor
pus petition filed In the United States
district court today in behalf of Jose
Antonio Montoya, through Francis C.
Wilson, United States, attorney for the
Pueblo Indians. The. petition states
that Montoya is an Indian of San Juan
pueblo of Rio Arriba county; that he
is being unlawfully detained In the
custody of Constable Juan Espinosa;
that his arrest grew out of his visit
to a "baile" at Alcalde on the night of
February 21, 1914, when ho, Montoya,
was seeking to make an arrest as a
deputy special officer for the suppression of the liquor traffic among In
dians; that when he went to the baile
he carried with him a .38 caliber Colt
revolver which Officer J. A. Martinez
removed from his person and that he
permitted the removal of the revolver
rather than start a row.
The writ was Issued returnable Fri

UIJAfj CASE HOB
IN HANDS OF

LATE

"JURY

10 CDUE

PHYSICIAN GIVES VERDICT IN SANTA FE COUNTY
MURDER CASE IS EXPECT;
INTERESTING FACTS REGARDED SOON
ING

ALBUQUERQUE

TUBEP-CULAR-

Albuquerque,

N. M., March

19.

half the healthseekers
who 'game .here 'during tlie past tea
years waited' too long to derive any
benefit from the climate is indicated
G. Rice,
by figures compiled by Dr. I
the city physician. Dr. Rice's figures
on the mortality among sufferers
from tuberculosis here covers the decade ending with the close of last year.
period 30.9 per
During the
cent cf tuberculosis victims who died
had lived here from 30 days to Bix
months and 15.6 per cent had Hved
here less than 30 days.
Tuberculosis caused 37 per cent of
period.
all deaths during the
The total number of deaths la that
time was 3,3822, and of these, 1,419
were caused by tuberculosis.
Table showing the number of
deaths and the number who died from
tuberculosis:
Tubercular
Deaths
Total Deaths
Year
That-nearl-

1904
1905
1906
1S07
1908
1909
1910
1911

.122
.140
.147
.151
.157
.131
.120
.140
.1S3
.152

.323.
.327.
.343.
.393.
.415.
.404.
.378.
.418.
.426.
.405.

,

1912

1913;.

H19
3832
Total
died
from
Mexicans
111
New
Only
the "white plague" in the ten years.
Victims who moved here from other
states, 1,000; the number of Old Mexicans, 16; the number of foreigners,
126, and the number whose nativity
was unknown, 166.
Of persons who have died from tu
period, 15.6
berculosis in the
30 days;
than
less
per cent lived here
30.9 per cent, from 30 days to six
months; 11.2 per cent, from six months
to one year; 7.8 per cent, from one to
two years; 13.6 per cent from two to
five years; 7.1 per cent from five to
ten years; 1.7 per cent from ten to 15
years, 1.4 per cent, from 15 to 20
years; 3.3 per cent, 20 years; 7.1 per
cent, unknown.
The figures for 1913 show that 18
of '.the persons who dieo from tuber
culosis in that year llva nere less
than 30 days; 39, from gift days to six
months; 20, from six months to a year;
17, from one to two years; 12, from
two to five years; 12, from five to 10
years; six, from 10 to 15 years; three
from 15 to 20 years; eight, 20 years;
15, whose period of residence was un
known.

;

CAROLINA

SONTH
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C,

TEACHERS
19.
March

Santa Fe, March 19. The fate of
Juan Jose Lujan, charged with sboot-fli- g
Manuel Garcia at Pojoaque on December 12, 1913, the feast of pur
Lady of Guadalupe, now rests with
the Jury.
The jurors were locked up yesterday afternoon after they listened to
a
charge delivered by District Judge E. C. Abbott, who told
them that the first degree murder
charge was eliminated from their consideration. The judge reviewed the
testimony, which, he said, showed no
effort oo the part of the defendant to
Garcia was
prove that the killing
the defendant
done In
having sworn that he was struck on
the head, that he heard a revolver
report, and that was all he knew.
It required just five hours for the
six lawyers in the case to make tneir
arguments to the jury. It Is estimated that the Jurors therefore listened to speeches that would have
filled a 60,000 word volume. Attorneys
A. B. Renehan, Edward R. Wright and
J. H. Christ spoke for the defense; At
torney E. P. Davies, Assistant Dis
trict Attorney J. J. Herring and finally
DiBtrlct Attorney Alexander Read ar
Mr. Read was
gued for the state.
particularly emphatic In asking the
Jurors what Wusines3 Juan Jose Lujan
had in carrying a revolver over to
the peaceful village of Pojoaque,
whose people were celebrating a
church feast on December 12.
Throughout the entire ordeal of the
trial the prisoner has: borne up well,
his calm indifference being un
changed.
self-defens-

10 CENT "CASCARETS"
IS

YOi

LAXATIVE

BEST LIVER AND BOWEL CLEANS
ER AND STOMACH REGULATOR KNOWN
Get

a

box.

aside just once the Salts,
Pills, Castor Oil or Purgative Waters
which merely force a passageway
through thebbweJs, but' do not tnor-oughly cleave, freshen and purify
these drainage organs, nd have no
effect whatever upon the liver and
stomach.
Keep your "insides" pure and fresh
with Cascarets, which thoroughly
cleanse the stomach, remove the un
digested, spur food and foul gases,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
poisons In the bowels.
A cascaret tonight will make you
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken,
and cost only 10 cents a box from
your druggist. Millions of men and
women take a Cascaret now and then
and never have Headache, Biliousness, Coated Tongue Indigestion, Sour
Stomach or Constipsted Bowels. Cascarets belong in every household.
Children Just love to take them.
Put

1

Spartanburg,
Spartanburg is filled to overflowing
with school teachers who have assembled from every part of South Caroline for the annual convention of their
state association. The Initial session
of the convention was held this afternoon at WofforJ college, with President A. H. Gasque of Florence presiding. The meeting will continue
though the remainder of the week. A Adv.
leading feature will be an address by
United States Commissioner of Education P. P. Claxton, who will speak
on national issues and policies in

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

THIS STOMACH REMEDY
HELPS YOUR FRIENDS
Almost every oay some grateful person comes into our store and tells us
of benefits received from the use of
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets. Knowing
how much good they have done others and knowing what they are made
ff, we feel sure they will help you. So
?reat is our faith In them that we
virpe you to try them entirely at our
ri.sk, with our personal promise that
if they don't do all you expect them
to do and make your stomach comfortable and healthy and your digestion
easy, we'll hand back your money.
We couldn't endorse anything any
more strongly than we do Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets. Containing Pepsin
and Bismuth, two of the greatest
aids known to medical science,
they soothe the stomach, check heart-turand distress, promote a natural
of the gastric juice, and help
f
t'""iiUte ye towels. Remember, if
i.iey don't make your digestion so
tuty and comfortable that you can. at
whatever you like whenever you like,
"vvi '.vruit you to come back and
i
fiti'l i
your nmnsy. 3oU only at
1::; wore tJ.
7,Wi
Stores, and
'.a iwn OB" at oiii' store.
!.

;d Ji.O't

n,

4

he
price at
Santa Fe, March
which the state sells or agreos to sell
lands does not furnish any absolute
standard as to the value of the land,
according to an opinion by Attorney
General Clancy eent to Land Commissioner Erveln. Mr. Clancy says the
land Should be assessed like any
other land at its actual value; a portion may be worth more than other
portions, and cash and installment
prices would differ. The purchaser
should be taxed upon "so much of the
value as would bear to the total value
the same proportion as the amount
which, he has paid bears to the full
amount which he agreed to pay. In
this way he is taxed on what he has
actually put into the land. .It. Is Inconceivable that the legislature would
intend to compel him to pay taxes
upon the full value when' it may be
yea re before he obtains1 complete
title," nays the opinion.
19.--T-

Will Fix Road

District Forester A. S. Ringland
from Albuquerque was in the city today to interview the governor regarda road,
ing the Silver
upon which the service did $3,000
worilt of work last year and which
lias Wea seriously damaged by wash-er.The service plans to spend even
nere on the road this year. This is
'.'
t.f the most Imporinnt rw.ts io
n
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SERIOUS CHARGES
I

!0T IN THE

Moi

Items From Our Spring
0'pemng Sale

REPORT
RECOM
TRAVELING
AUDITOR
MENDS "GREATER CARE" IN
CHAVES COUNTY

Santa Fe, N. M., March ,19. The
Chaves county report, submitted a few
days ago to the governor by the traveling auditor, was made public today.
The report was made by Walter L.
Kegel, chief clerk of the traveling auditor's office, and it covers 28 long
typewritten pages.
The report Is lacking in sensations
as regards the county commissioners,
for with the exception of two email
accounts there is merely criticism
about the using of the court house,
day.
jail and repair funds.
320 Acre Homesteads
Levies were made for these funds.
Since the enactment of thel enlarged as has been done In many counties,
homestead law 211,000,000 acres have and the commissioners used the
been classified by the United States funds for other purposes, It Is alleged.
and In Chaves county the traveling audi
geological survey as
designated by the interior department tor found that these funds were used
as entered under this law in 320 to build a court house and Jail to the
acre tracts, the limit being twice that extent of $34,905. The funds were not
allowed lunder the original homestead used for miscellaneous purposes. The
raw. During the month of February commissioners, It ia said, recognized
3,312,205 acres were thus classified by that they were not strictly within the
the survey and thrown open to entry law, however In expending the money
by Secretary Lane: The states most on building a court house and jail with
affected were Colorado, where 1,129,- - repair funds although they Justified
000 acres were so designated; Mon their action on the ground that It
tana, with. 1,590,000 acres; and Ore- seemed to be necessary to complete
gon, with about 300,000 acres.
the court house and Jail and that
Convict Case Appealed
there appeared to be no objection on
The district attorney will appeal to the part of the people to this use of
the supreme, court the case of the the taxes. The commissioners now
State vs. Jim Anderson, colored, who say that they have discontinued this
was charged with selling liquor to a practice and in the future no use of
convict. The question for the su these funds will be made except as
preme court to decide, It is said, will prescribed by the letter of the law.
be: "Is a convict confined In the pent- The board of county commissioners
tentiary when he Is walking around Is requested to make new levies to
the streets of Santa Fe? Is selling cover overdrafts in the court house
TTquor to a convict outside the peni
building, interest and general county
funds. These overdrafts appear to
tentiary an offense?"
have been made to complete the
Boys Arrive at Pen
Rubio and Merenciano court house and jail which are beyond
Gregorio
Vigil, the two boys who held up Thom doubt the finest buildings of their
as Boles in Las Vegas, were brought kind in the state.
to the state penitentiary today by
In his report Mr'. Kegel says about
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez to serve this court house and jail matter:
terms of from three to four years for
"During the early part of the year
1910 the old court house was demol
highway robbery.
Sheriff R. T. Mansker of Union coun ished, and the new court house startty today brought over Anaoeto Santi-llane-z ed, yet for that year the county comto serve a term in the peniten- missioners levied a tax of three mills
tiary of one year to thirteen montlis for court house repairs, which was
for the larceny of cattle.
one mill in excess of the legal limit
Rhodes Must Serve Time
for that purpose, fir 1911 a tax of
Warden J. B. McManus of the peni- two mills val levaV, but'the're was
so
tentiary toaay received tne commit- no court house yet completed,
ment papers in the case of Grady L there could have been no legitimate
Rhodes, the Grant county murderer, use for those funds. After the above
wno was sentenced to serve 00 to 99 transfer is made there will be a credit
The su- balance to the court house repair fund
years in the penitentiary
the which will keep the present magnifion
court
affirmed
Monday
preme
sentence of the lower court Rhodes cent buildings in repair for many
was convicted of killing a Chinaman years.
and took an appeal.
"Section 11, chapter 108, laws of
Urioste Case
1903, is so clear in Its meaning that
The case of Francisco Urioste, in- it will be necessary for Chaves coundicted for the murder of his own ty to get legislative relief before they
child, will likely come up in district can use that fund for any other purcourt before Judge E. C. Abbott to- pose. The law states In part that the
morrow morning. It is said that the fund shall not be used for any other
state will make a preliminary argu- purpose than the above provided
ment to ascertain whether the testi- which .is 'for the purpose of making
mony of Urioste's wife will be admis- needed repairs on the county court
sible.
houses and county jails.'
Hill Still Confident
"While the commissioners can show
Despite reports to. the contrary, a magnificent court house and Jail
Adolphi P. Hill is still confident of be- building which, is a credit to any couning confirmed by the senate as post- ty yet the method of using funds that
master of Santa Re. Mr. Hill's friends are intended for other purposes can
today stated that advices received not be overlooked. Tills feature is the
from Washington indicate that Repre- only one criticized in connection with
sentative Fergusson has reason to be- the erection of these buildings. The
lieve that the senate will confirm Mr. buildings themselves are modern and
Hill.
in every way, and are amNew Company on Pecos
ple for the needs of Chaves county for
Adjutant General Herring returned many years to come. They are kept
test night from Roswell with Charles in good condition."
L. Ballard and Mrs. Higgins. He says
J. D. Mill, probate Judge, is comthere is a good chance for a new na- mended; Guy T. Herbert, assessor, is
tional guard company to b recruited found to have used $2,250 for exfrom the towns of Hagerman, Dexter penses and deputies.
and Lake Arthur. The roads are in
C. C. Hills, superintendent ofschoK
fine shape, says Mr. Herring. The ts criticized for the manner in which
party en route from Roswell passed he keeps his accounts but his figures
are found O. K.
Attorney Leroy L. Moore.
R. F. Ballard, probate clerk, and
are highly commended.
force
FOOT-EASUSE ALLEN'S
C. R. Young, sheriff, was found to
The antiseptic powder to be shaken
have a balance due the county but all
into the ehoes. If you want rest and
has been arranged satisfactorily. His
comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
records were not kept as completely
Foot-Eassweating feet, use Allen's
as the bills for feeding prisnecessary,
It relieves corns and bunknis of all
oners
were
alleged to le excessive.
pain and prevents blisters, sore and
is
recommended
that the board of
It
callous spots. Just the thing for
refuse to honor
commissioners
county
Dancing ., Parties', Patent Leather
accounts
not
supported by
Shoes and for Breaking in New Shoes. expense
should be
accounts
receipts.
Expense
It is the greatest comfort discovery of rendered in more
that they
so
detail
the ago. Try It today. Sold everyit is
more
audited,
can
he
intelligently
where, 25c, Don't accept any substi- stated.
tute. For FREE' trial package address
G. A. Davisson,
county treasurer,
Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y. Adv.
was found to have Us accounts
"
"
good order.
A pain in the side or bade that
'J 9
01!llion
ta
flirfernn
nf
tt
Thprn
catches you when you straighten up to
claim
the
in
to
law
the
retard
of BALoMJ" for a rubblne: in"
of $20
LARD'S KNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
the contritcted niuacles and permits for fens collected January fi, to Jami-- ,
or Inconvenmotion without sufffrtnary 15, 10)2.
ience,
price :".c. We imd $1.00 'per
In regard to the accounts
l.oHlo. Soil by Centra) Drug Mo
county commissioners th auditor o
Adv.

Arlamo Packages

Spring News
Usted here are

in a large variety of new

a few of the

and Cuff sets,

beautiful new wash goods
come in dainty new patterns,
and colorings

Tango Chiffons, yd

25o

f'

infants' wear, one dress of which la

V

Ramie Linens

(soMd col-

25c

ors), yd

Dainty Crepe Voiles, yd.l2o
Fine Grade Poplins (all
30o

colors) yd.

These are all

fresh

and

un-

surpassed as the materials are all

im-

ported and the

not

fade.

i

w

D. M. C. floss will

Price range from

25c to $1.00

A

Bargains in Royal Society Packages
here are a few lots wa wish to close out so we have priced them
accordingly
i.
...
50c TO $1.00 PACKAGES
25c PACKAGES

and.... 35c

new. Come In and make your

Arlamo Packages are

Illustrated.

Baja Ratine, yd......... 30c
Delana Novelties, yd
35c
Cotton Crepe de Chine
50o
(solid colors) yd
Fancy Kimona Crepes, yd 18c

350

igc

FLOUNCINGS

in Voiles, Swiss Snow Flake
and net Comes In white, ecru aud colors. We have just placed a large
assortment of these f louncings on sale at
37 INCH EMBROIDERED

selection early.

50

to

$1.50 Yard

La.3 VeaaLeadin5l-orMazda

Lamps

5ou5idPla5a

EataMLsned 1862

j

National
Mazda

60071

09

Lamps

We Sell

c7

JQ

National

Shirt

Pillow Tops, etc., also everything In

Cotton Crepe Voiles, yd. . 30c
30o

C;ewu3,

Waists, Corset Covers, Bureau Scarfs,

Dolly Varden Crepes, ydi.. 20c

Ray a Ratine, yd

patterns-Co- llar

jects to rendering accounts by offi- made for the holding of a general
cials when they should be rendered ny meeting of the society and all interestthe individual to whom the account ed in antiquarian treasures, next Monwas due.
day evening, in the palace. Many inThe auditor finds in the account for teresting phases of the work will then
transporting of lunatics to the Las Ve- be presented, and every one welcome
this of course including ladies. Comgas asylum, the county has been saved
expense where friends and relatives mittees were appointed on various
accompanied the insane.
subjects, to report at that time.

ing. Later he gave an audience to the
cardinals, who presented congratuhv
tions.

.

The Forty Year Test
article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a period of forty
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was first offered to the public in 1872.
From a small beginning it has grown
in favor and popularity until It has
attained a world wide reputation. You
will find nothing better for a cough or
cold. Try it and you will understand
why It is a favorite after a period of
more than forty years. It not only
gives relief it ures. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
An

Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for an inflamed and congested
condition of the air passages and bronchial tunes. A cold develops, quickly
If not checked and bronchitis, Iagrippe
and pneumonia are dangerous possibilities. Harsh racking coughs weaken the
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar is
safe, pure and certain In results. Contains no opiates. O- - G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

The Mothers' Favorite
cough medicine for children
should be harmless. It should be
pleasant to take. It should be effectual.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is all ot
this and is the mother's favorite everywhere. For sale by ail dealers. Adv.
A

MURPHY AND LORE
New York, March 19. Gotham fight

fans are manifesting a lively interest
bout to be pulled ofC
the
tomorrow night between; Tommy Murphy and Johnny Lore. The contest
will be the last In which Murphy takes
part before he meets Willie Ritchie
for 20 rounds in San Francisco next
month.

In

ten-roun- d

NAME DAY OF POPE OBSERVED
Rome, March 19. The Vatican ob-

Take HERBINB for indigestion. It
relieves the pain in a few minutes and
a
the
as
it
served
holiday,
being
today
Santa Fe, S. M March 19. The
the fermented matter which
name forces
causes the misery rnto the bowels'
meeting of the oBard of Governors of feast day of St. Joseph, and the
the Society for the Preservation of day of Pope Pius X. His holiness said where It is expelled. Price 50c. Sold
mass in hia private chapel this morn by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Spanish Antiquities, last
Saturday,
was well attened and enthusiastic.
There were present: President L B.
Prince, Vice President Bronson M.
Cutting, Secretary B. M. Read and
Major F. W. Clancy, R. L. Baca, A. J.
Looinis, J. II. Crist, Camilo Padllla
and G. V.' Howard.
Everyone ' was impressed (by the
great need for immediate action by the
society to preserve many of the most
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CUBE A BOLD IH OME DAT,
important monuments of the Spanish
dominions In New Mexico, which are Always i em ember the full name,
the most interesting landmarks in our for this
signature on every box. 25o.
were
history; and arrangements
TO

:

PRESERVE RELICS

Thsra is Only Qua
That is

,

J
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100,000.00
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Eslfccft Fried
fa Eveiry

SWEEPS OVER

Eszo

Comfort and Safety Assured Beore
the Arrival of the Stork.

GOTHAM
WORE THAN 8.000,000 BOOKS WERE
CIRCULATED BY LIBRARY
IN 1913
New York, March 19j New York
is becoming more serious minded. Its
men are reading more than they ever
did before and are reading more than
the women, and reading books that
tend to 'raise their pay rather than
literature that merely amuses. This
JT indicated by the annual report of
the New York public library. It
shows that the East side is the hungriest for knowledge, and that the
Bronx readers If they continue to
read as much in the future as they
did during the past year, will make
the northern most borough the best
read district of the greater city.
to the report more than
persons were helped In some
way or other through the staff of
the library. In addition, to more than
2,000,000 visitors and readers, there
were innumerable requests by mail
and telephone for information and
advice.
The, report shows that eu
attracted
many thousands of
genics
readers. The figures of the circulation department shows that more
books were borrowed during the last
year than in any previous year, more
than 8,000,000 being circulated. Twenty-nbranches show
ine
of the forty-on- e
a gain of 355,976; while 12 show
losses of 104,541. Nearly 200,000 read-er- s
made use of the periodicals and
newspapers In the department devoted
to thftRft nnMirw.tinns. The library
2,191,498 books and
nowj contains
assets of the liand
the
pamphets,
brary are estimated at $14,667,821,
without including the $10,000,000 central building. It cost $1,230,343 to
maintain the library last year. In the
children's room in the central building more than 3,000,000 volumes were
circulated last year. "Thousands of
children," isays the report, "were entertained there by story tellers, while
mothers and fathers shopped or at
tended to business."
Huge City Garage
The total cessation of joy riding in
automobiles belonging to the city of
New York, and a consequent saving
of upward of $100,000 a year are some
of the sweeping reforms which the
new administration will probably put
into effect within a short time. It
has cost about $300,000 a year to run
automobiles in the past, and about
$87,000 for depreciation and Interest
on the expenditures. The city owns
between 175 and 200 machines, most
of them assigned to single departments, which use them with comparative infrequiency, though the chauffeur's salary goes on all the time. It
is proposed that a central garage and
tranches be maintained and operated; that a superintendent be appointed to act as purchasing agent; that
cars be delivered on the order of a
borough president or the head of a
city department, who shall certify

in

such

pfli

WOLMfj CRIED
Suffered Everything Until Re- stored to Health by Lydia
. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Florence, So. Dakota. "I used to be
very sick every month with bearing

down pains and
backache, and had

headache a

good

deal of the time and
very little appetite.
The pains were so
bad that I used to
sit right down on the
floor and cry, because it hurt me so
and I could not do
any work at those
times. An old wo
's
man advised me to try Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound and I got ft
kottle.' I felt better the next month so
of it and got
I took three more bottles
I
"well b6 I could work all the time.
hope every woman who suffers like I did
will try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Mrs. P. W. Lansencv
Compound."
KouteNo. 1, Florence, South Dakota
Why will women continue to suffer day
in and day out or drag out a sickly, halfhearted existence, missing three-- f ourtha
of the joy of living, when they can find
.health in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Pink-ham-

Compound?

For thirty years it has been the standard remedy for ferr; le ills, and has restored the health of thousands of women
who have been troubled with such
as displacements, inflammation,
tilceraUoa,; tumors, irregularities, etc.
1
I yon Taut s;-- "'
l'.''" writ to
'h inn Co. (eonfi- lydia E. I'h.UiKm
Lynn, ' a , ioirr letter us ill
Le
.;''31 icd, J. 11I '?(! answered by a
Mil
t
li htrkt cwilideaee.
ail-mf- n's
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The old saying what to homo without
mother Should add "Mother's Friend."
In thousands of American home there
la a bottle of this splendid and famous remedy that has aided many a woman through;
the trying ordeal, saved her from suffering
and pain, kept her In health of mind and
body In advance of baby's coming and had
a most wonderful influence in developing a
healthy, lovely disposition in the child.
There is no other renwdy so truly a help
to nature as Mother's hYiend. It relieves
the pain and discomfort caused by the
strain on the ligaments, makes pliant those
fibres and muscles which nature is expanding and soothes the inflammation of breast
glands.
Mother's Friend Is an external remedy,
acts quickly and not only banishes all distress in advance, but assures a speedy and
Thus
complete recovery for the mother.
she becomes a healthy woman with all her
strength preserved to thoroughly enjoy the
rearing of her child. Mother's Friend can
be had at any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
and Is really one of the greatest blessings
ever discovered for expectant mothers.
Write to Bradfleld Regulator Co., 128
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their free
book. Write
It Is most Instructive.

a

that the car Is to be used for public
service; that a time clock system be
established; that no car be put under
the special control of the head of any
department; that a card system be
established to check the uses to which
each car Is put; that maintenance records be kept at the garage; that each
department be assessed so much a
mite and so much per hour for the
use of city automobiles and that no
car can be kept outside of the central
garage except by order of the board
of estimate. It is further proposed
that all cars be standardized so that
parts of a wrecked machine can be
used for the repair of other machines
and that all cars have a uniform color
and bear in big letters the words,
"City of New York."
Free Lunch Fork Canned
A simple ruling by New York's
health commissioner caused consternation several days ago from the Battery to the outpost of civilzation in
the Bronx. The commissioner announced that the "free lunch fork"
must go. The passing of the fork
means that the last ot old freedom
is lost forever in this hygenic era.
Wherever select coteries of cafe athletes and cheese and cracker connis-seur- s
were gathered together the farewell to the fork was commented on
in indignant and reactionary terms.
The next etep would be to place an
embargo on, the cheese knife and the
wooden ladles that dip out Bermuda
onions and sauerkraut What made
the food experts sneer and laugh with
caustic mirth was the following statement: "The commissioner suggests
that food at the free iunch counter
be prepared in individual packages so
as to make artificial eating tools unnecessary." Keen students of free
lunch offerings admitted that drfed
leather herrings ought to be served
en casserole.- Likewise every lover of
real country sausage (all made in Chicago) say that in order to be cooked
In Its own aroma there should be a
miniature chafing dish for each sausage. And Jf pretzels should be preserved in "individual packages," to
use the health commissioner's nice
idea, of course the effect would be
to add to their native elasticity. Yet
all this cheap wit was unable to divert these attentive mind from the
actual root of their sorrow, taking
away the fork, their fork, famous
through generations of unwashed service,
i
A Plague of Cats
Gotham is. suffering from a plague
of cats, and many are the complaints
which pour into the offices of tha city
officials.
One of the most pathetic
appeals for relief is that which was
received recently tay the borough president from a gentleman residing in
Brooklyn: "Dear Sir: Last night the
cats kept us awake for more than half
the night with their fighting, etc. I
wish to make a suggestion for the
elimination of the noise. Wouldn't it
be possible to license all torn cats?
If there
They are the aggressors'.
was a license of about $10 for keeping
a torn cat, of which say half sbould
go to the person making the complaint, I believe the nuisance would
very quickly disappear. You will
have to get an ordinance that will get
Uia tbma." As the borough president
has job enough on his hands running
aldermen and as the City club and the
bureau of municipal research have
thus far adopted no policy on this
momentous Question, the president
sent the complainant the following let.
ter which Is a copy of cme sent by
the late Mayor Gaynor two years ago
to a similar complaint :"Dear Sir: I
regret to say that a$ I have so many
official duties pressing upon mo I cannot jnst now devote any time to torn
cats, as you request by your letter.
There are a few In my neighborhood
but I go to sleep and let them howl.
It amuses them and doesn't hurt me.

But some say that it Is the pussy cats
that how l and not the torn cats. How
We must not kill Tommy
is that
for the sins of Pussy. And also, let
us remember that the 'female of the
species la more deadly than the
mate.' " The president stated that his
reply would close the Incident as far
as he is concerned; and that the outlook Is that the Brooklyn torn cat will
continue to sing his nightly choruses
undisturbed by city officials for some
weeks to come.
!
A Skvacraner
Jail
,
j
Plans are practically completed for
a skyscraper jail, the highest building
of its kind In the world, which the
city of New York will erect on the
site of the old tenderloin police sta-! tton
on Thirtieth street near Sixth
avenue. The building will be fourteen
stories high and will cost about $450,-00Some of the city officials are
active now in an effort to have the
legislature pass a bill limiting the
height of buildings in the city, but
they hope to get the new city Jail under way before such a law goes into
effect. The proposed Jail will have
a frontage of 75 feet and a length of
100 feet, and is planned chiefly for
the care of women prisoners. Several
floors will be given over to court
rooms, detention rooms and offices
for those in tha charities department
who look after the welfare of women
prisoners. The building will be of
limestone and terra cotta.
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Milwaukee,

Surely try a "Danderlne Hair
Cleanse" if you wish to immediately
double the beauty of your hair. Just
moisten a cloth with Danderine and
draw It carefully through your hair,
taking one small strand at a time;
this will cleanse the hair of dust,
dirt, or any excessive oil In a few
minutes you will be amazed. Your
hair will be wavy, fluffy and abundant and possess an incomparable
softness, luster and luxuriance.
Besides beautifying the hair, one
application of Danderine dissolves
every particle of dandruff; invigorates the scalp, stopping itching and
falling hair,
Danderine is to the hair what fresh
showers of rain and sunshine are to
vegetation. It goes right to the roots,
invigorates and strengthens them. Its
exhilarating, stimulating and
properties cause the hair to
grow long, strong and beautiful.
You can surely have pretty, soft,
lustrous hair, and lots of it, if you
bottle of Knowl-ton'- s
will just get a
Danderine from any drug store
or toilet counter and try it as directed.

HELPLESS AS OAGY
Dowa ia Mia J UnaLIe ta Work,
and What Helped Her.
Summit Point, W. Va. Mrs. Anna
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "1 suffered for lo years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success, i suffered so very much,
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. I was in the worst kind
of shape. W as unable to do any work.
I began taking Carduf, the woman's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
dose. By the time I had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
I am now 48 years years old, but led .3
good as I did whea only 16.
Cardul certainly saved me from losing
my mind, and 1 feel it my duty to speak
in its favor. I wish I had so. tie power
over poor, suiTerinK women, and couid
make them know the good it would da

them."

If you suKer from any of the aHmen's
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
It has been helping weak women fur
more than SO 'years, and will help you,
too.
Try Cardul. Your drufsrtst sells It
V'ritl t
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you are looking for a tasteful and
IFbrilliant
gown, which will always
look well, the model shown In the picture will hold' your attention. The
combination of black and white Is always good, to begin with, and Its lines
are conservative, following those of
the figure vaguely and simply. There
is nothing startling in the costume,
except its beauty.
Nothing could be plainer than the
tunic of black chiffon. The placing of
the swansdown trimming is so obvious
that it might have been done by an
amateur, except that an amateur
woul not have thought of terminating
It at the waist line, or of using a
black velvet girdle.
The under bodice Is an
blouse opening at the front over a surplice of fine white lace. The little
coat of black chiffon lies smoothly
over it, but develops a little fullness
below the waist line. The girdle of
crushed velvet encircles the figure
easily at the normal waist line and
fastens at the left under a big Velvet
rose in-- snv-colyou like. The tur-oa-n
and slippers worn with this gown
easy-fittin-

g

carry out the black and white idea In
these details, and the handsome black
satin bag belongs in the scheme. The
slippers are of white satin with rosettes of black velvet centered with a
rhlnestone cabochpfi.
The turban has a coronet of steel
beads and crown of black velvet The
coronet supports a tuft of black fancy
feathers.
No detail of the whole toilette is
neglected; even the strand of beads
of white spar could hardly be spared
from the ensemble. But by way of
color the rose and the beads may be
of the same color and might be amber
cr garnet or any color which their
wearer affects as a favorite.
One might have a portrait made in
such a gown, quite confident that it
will always appeal to the artistic sense
as beautiful. And further, as fashions
and styles come and go, no matter
what the changes may be, this costume will mark Its designer as a
artist with a keen instinct for
enduring hues and color. Some things.
even in apparel, are staple.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

Rompers for the Little Girl

Adv.

"TWENTY YEARS AFTER"
Masslllon, O.," March 19. Accounts
of the progress of "General" Kelly and
in their
his army of unemployed
march from California to Washington
have recalled to the minds of the old
er residents of Masslllon the fact that
today marked the twentieth anniversary of the opening of the Coxey "ar
my" headquarters in this city. "Gen
eral" Jacob S. Coxey, who still makes
his home in Massillon, was the originator of the Idea of leading an, "army"
of unemployed to Washington to de
mand legislation calculated to better
the condition of the masses. After
many vicissitudes Coxey's army arriv
ed in the national capital on April
29, 1894. The "invasion" created considerable excitement in Washington.
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The
his-

tory of Milwaukee Is rapidly nearing
end. Only three days remain in which
the aspirants for office may make
their final appeals to the people who
will select their candidates at the
primary election to be held next Tues
day.
The great fight is for th mayoralty
and though the primary is only for the
purpose of selecting the nominees It is
believed that the results of the primary vote will indicate rather conclusively who Is to be the next mayor.
The big point at Issue in the mayoralty contest is whether the city shall
adminiscontinue uner a
tration or return to the old socialist
regime, in 1909 the socialist party
was victorious In the municipal elections and elected Emil Seidel to the
mayor's chair. It was the first time
in the history of the country that any
city of the size of Milwaukee had
come under the control of the socialists and In consequence the administration of Mayor Seidel was watched
with close Interest.
Mayor Seidel,
possibly because of conditions over
which he had no control, failed to
rebring about any of the
forms in municipal goverfament that
had been promised In his campaign
for election. His administration fai!- e.l to please the majority of the people ani at fhe expiration of his two-yeterm Seidel was defeated for re
election.
Seidel was succeeded in the mayoralty in 1912 by Gerhard A. Badlng, who
tick
was a candidate on a
et and elected on a platform that
promised, firat of all, efficiency and
economy in tha administration of the
citv affairs. Milwaukee has now had
two years of non partisan government
and at the iriroaries next Tuesday
the oters wll decide whether they
desire to continue It. Mayor H iding
is a candidate for renomination, and
of
Emil Seidel as the standard-beare- r
this socialist party, is again his prin
cipal opponent.
The supporters of Mayor Badlng de
clare that, the results of the two
government havs
years of
been so generally satisfactory that the
administration should be indorsed by
an overwhelming vote of the people
in favor of Bading's renomination. The
claim is made that during the two
the city taxyears of
es have been decreased materially de
spite the fact that more street and
other improvements have been made
than during any two previous admlnln- n

DANDRUFF

IT BECOMES THICK, WAVY, LUSTROUS AND ALL DANDRUFF
DISAPPEARS

-

bitterest political campaign In the

THICK, GLOSSY HAIR
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FORMER
SOCIALIST MAYOR OF
MILWAUKEE IS CANDIDATE
AT PRIMARIES
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Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely
effective, thoroughly cleansing and always pleasant in action. They contain
blue flag, are a remedy for constipation and sluggish liver, and a tonic f;
the bowels, which are impro
their use. Try them. They
fail to give relief and .nt5..
G. Schaefer
Mid I. d C
Store. Adv.

Just Right for

ck."cr--

Rheumatism
Foley Kidney Pills are so thorns
'
ly effective for backache, rb nswollen and aching joints, kidney s
bladder ailments that they are iywy.
mended everywhere. A. A. J"''j!
McGrew, Nebr., says:
"My Jr,
recommended Foley Kidrey r..'j i
pains in my back, and b fT-- I '
ed one bottle, my old tiontl'3 a , .
disappeared."
e
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the public final, - ' :
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er basis than ever bf ' re 111 u 0 '
tory of the city.
But despite these assertions la. Va
behalf the present administration, every member of which is b t i. ; 1
.
election, faces formidable pi ;
As already pointed out this o, ,
comes principally from the son...! i
element. Seidel Is held up as Om
candidate of the masses, whlla EaJ.
is contrasted as the choice of t!i(
privileged classes.
The large socialist vote Is
to be solidly behind Seidel, while the
opposition will be handicap,. J by tlm
fact that two other candidam are in
the field to split up the Bad.'ng vote.
These two candidates
are former
Mayor David S. Rose and former Con
gressman Theobald Otjen. Rose fill
ed the mayor's chair for five terms
and for many years was one or the
foremost political figures in Milwaukee. Soon after the expiration of his
last term he went west and was absent from the city for several years.
Since his return he has been conducting a vigorous campaign for the
mayoralty nomination. But political
conditions in the city have undergone
momentous changes since he held
sway and it is considered doubtful It
he can muster a sufficient number of
his former followers to land him the
nomination.
Former Congressman C'Jen is not
expected to figure conspicuously in the
results of the contests. He is the own
er of considerable property on tha
south sideandhiscandidacyisthe re- suit chiefly ot the opposition that has
developed among the people of that
section of the eity to a sewerage pro
ject that Is fathered by the Badlng
..
administration.
,
The Issues of the campaign are
clear-cu- t.
Mayor Badlng Btanda on
the same
platform oa
which he was first elected. Seidel, the
socialist candidate, adocates municipal ownership of public service corp
rations. Rose promises millions of d
lars worth of public improvements and
a reduction of
in the tax
rato, with the further intimation that
his election will mean a return to the
"good old times" that prevailed during his former administrations. Otjen
stands upon his record as a citizen
and his opposition to the location of
the .proposed sewage disposal plant.
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JTIB most sensible garb for the little
1 girl from three to six or seven
years old, consists of a blouse and
bljomers, in which she can have as
much freedom as her young brother.
There is very little difference in the
cut of the blouses for little boys and
girla, and the materials used for them
are the same. In making boys' suits
small knee pants are substituted for
bloomers, as a rule, although bloomers
of scant fullness are quite as appropriate, an Bome mothers prefer them.
Now Is the time to prepare the little folks'; wardrobe for the coming
spring ant summer. Good, substantial
materials;shmnk before they are cut,
fast colori, and patterns of simple design, ma the choice of women of
taste in tlese matters.
The ronper suit illustrated here Is
made of i good quality of plaid gingham, tripined with plain gingham.
The colors, In which blue predominates, ai not glaring, but strong and
permanent. If washed with care they
do not iade much, and what little
change l made In them does not detract fron their good effect as time
passes, "jhey will not stand the strong
bleachlnj solutions used by somelaun-drie- s
aid nothing else will.
All tie standard pattern makers
provide Atisfactory patterns for these
romper Jufts. It is In the choice of
material and color that one has an
opportufity to exerciaa Individual
taste, hey are to be made with the
fact always in mind that they must
stand nfich tubbing,
The tfwing on them is always neat

Jf
ly done machine stitching. It often
proves something of a decoration and
adds to the shapeliness and strength
of the, garment, Plain blue or other
solid colors la" gingham is prettily ornamented with parallel rows of stitching.

.

Strong, plain linen In natural color
Is a splendid fabric for rompers.
There are narrow braids which may
be applied to them by way of finishing. In order that garments trimmed
with these wash braids may keep
their shape, the braids as well as the
materials, should be shrunk before using them.
There is a variety of attractive materials to choose from for making
these
suits percales,
chambrays,
madras, linen, etc. It takes little material to make them, and a generous
supply can be provided for the coming season at a small cost. They
should be made quite large enough to
allow for a little growth on the part
of the rapidly growing younEsier.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
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I don't

this morn

care.

An ironing board, a damp cloth and a turn
f the electric switch and in 5 minute;
trousers look like new.
And when my wife comes back I t i
to get her an Electric Percolat: r, ; ; I
; .1
.
- ;
Samovar, an Electric Range, an
W
ater
Hot
and an Electric
Cup.
I have been told ail auOUt
act.: " v
r-- TS. Now I i

n

tu-

M

Wife in the country?
All alone in the house ?
Caught in the rain last night?
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k

-

Tunica,
They may startle.
They may be fiaring.
They may even be triple.
They may make the gods w?p.
But they need not bo terrify!
There are sane, hantt!ag 1U.1
nics.
1 t
9 ;
There are soft, ir
wires.
v.
Tunics may bo jK. '), tr t ,
or a raffl
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leys than 20 .lays, site would
fer for want of coal, as did the
She would need to refill her
but once, and this while

not
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ISLANDS BERLIN'S MORALS ABOLISH

ARCTIC

Oregon.

LIQUOR

bunker
passing
ESTABLISHED 1879.
through the canal. During the eight
CALLED
TO
--Ito 12 hours passage of the Isthmus
J
overcould
or
Published by
the engineers
repair
;s;z OPTIC PUBLISHING CO. haul her ' machinery, and barnacles,
oe
the bane of high speed would
(Incorporated.)
removed.,'" Thus refreshed thef battlecould dash across the Gulf of
...... -- Editor. ship
ADGETT.
Mexico and Info battleline well stoefc-e- SPITZBERGEN WILL BE SUBJECT Wi&ESPREAD APPEALS FOR "PUT-- ' DISTRICT ATTORNEY
SAYS SA- '
OF DISCUSSION BY THE BIG
.TING ON . THE BRAKES"
with both fuel and ammunition.
LOONS SHOULD BE SUPPRESSPOWERS
ho ARE HEARD
ED OUTSIDE OF CITIES

TO BE MADE

BE

i

THURSDAY,

I

NEUTRAL

BETTEI

DISTRICTS

d

Christiana, March 19. The Arctic
islands of Spitsbergen, unclaimed and
almost uninhabited, the restort of
whalers and Jyalrus hunters and the
only place within the Arctic circle visited by tourists," are this summer lo
engage the attention of the powers, including the "United States, in an effort
officially to declare them neutral and
provide for their policing during the
summer months, when lawlessness on
the part of the crews of visiting whalers arid seai hunters has been increas-

"ferlln, March, 19. For years Berlin
strove to become the greatest
Entered at Use poBtoffiee at E&it
oitjy in the world.' Now when
iiftiS&Ve
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New
to
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spelling
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plan
it boasts thatdistinction there are
has been
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!
ent of schools. He has sent a public
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of
men
business
to
manufacturers,
letter
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
diet 370 have backed the asserand all other employers, requesting
'
tion
Dally, by Carrier
that
the city is a den of vice, and
him
letters
all
they
them to return to
.
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have petitioned the minister of t the
.5 receive from school graduates asking
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Osj Week
Interior to "ward off the dangers to
for work in which there are notable
.85
Month
which the bodies and souls' of youths
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infer
The
bad
of
spelling.
instances
'
7.50
Ca Tear
are exposed."
ence Is that the writers of such let
Dally, by Mall
The 40 members of tho progressive
ters will get an invitation from the ing.
$6.00
No power has ever made a serious party in the diet have not joined in
Ea year (in advance).
come back to school
to
superintendent
8.00
claim to Spitzbergeu on the moun the petition, but their spokesman detlx Months (In advance).-- aud learn what they should have
7.60
ETe
tear (in arrears)
islands north of Norway and clared that in a general way it
before getting graduation cer tainous
S.76 learned
.
CTi Months (In arrears)
northeast of Greenland having been
their desires.
tificates.
rf
as almost valueless. But the
Baron Schenck zu Schweinsberg,
Under the stimulus of such action it regarded
of coal, which is being work- speaking for the conservatives, made
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
la quite likely the proportion of bad discovery
ed;
principally by American capital, a better attack upon conditions !n
GROWER
spellers will decrease in this town. lifts
The dumber of dissolute
completely chauged the outlook, Berlin.
S2.0Q
-.
Tear
fjThe superintendent's request wirj,ill
aid iucldentoUv brought the ;(!rited women, he said, was increasing tre1.00 attention of
.
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,
bad
to
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spell
employers
into the group of powers whose mendously, with all the evils that foland exaggerate In their minds its' pw- - sjates
voices are to be heard concerning ths low iu their train. "Berlin by night'!
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I
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had become as advertising
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this will move students to greater InSubscriptions)
will known throughout the world. As a
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Two
international
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June matter of fact, Berlin by night was
be held beforeoJwto uE&fiTu
ctrgar. If seal otherwise we will not to .become proficient jfii it.
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ers is admitted and is cited so often
TIME
Ger cry went up that the police were
EXPIRATION
OF
Great
Holland,
France,
Britain,
j
that some few students get the idea
'
PAID FOR
many, Denmark and the United States threatening business. The baron also
that bad spelling is a mark of distincwill be represented ' in the general attacked the cinematograph as a faction. Others, while not going so far
the United States having tor in demoralization.
Advertisers are guaranteed, the as to believe this, are cOnvinved that conference,
A free conservative representative,
been
invited
because of the coal interfl&vgwat dally and weekly circulation spelling is unimportant and nothing to
ests
of American citizens there. These Herr voster, seconded
Baron zu
New
at any newspaper In northern
worry over.
on Advent Bay and Schweinberg's statements. The city's
located
are
mines
Despite the Immense importance at
have been worked In summer since night program, he said, is made up as
tached to spelling a half century ago,
1905. Some of the miners occasionalfollows: From 8 to 11 o'clock, theater;
there are fewer bad spellers today in
11 to 2, wine Testaurants or dance
their
TELEPHONES '
in
the
winter
quarters,
ly
spend
to the population than ever
Main 2 proportion
business Office . . . . .,.
and are completely shut off from tha halls; 2 to 4, bars; and. 4 to 6, "night
to
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needed
If anything
Kewi Department
I before.
outer world for about eight months.
resorts." The advocates of
line,
work a betterment along this
Is justified .m revelry, he said, defended their atti
British
participation
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however, no better plan than this
also, while Ger- tude by declaring that Berlin is one
school superintendent's could be desir- coaling operations
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mans are interested as owners of an of the world's
greatest cities and
ed. If a boy or girl believed he might
station there. must cater to visitors from abroad
meteorological
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not
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a
lose a $15
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GOOD FOIt LAS VEGAS
If the memorandum submitted by They overlooked the fact that the pubknowing how to spell "receive" be or
the
Norwegian government Is con- lic places in London close at midnight
it.
she would learn how to spell
Las Vegas is to be congratulated up- firmed by the conferences, Spitzbergen and on Paris boulevards at 1 o'clock.
"He who knows our night life knows
n the fact that the Santa Fe railroad
will be declared neutral territory open
to all nations, but under the control what demoralization it causes among
f.as nanftd that town as a resort to
of three northern powers. The admin our youth," said tha deputy.
"bleb, summer excursion rates are
WILSON SITS ON
istration would be in the hands of a Representatives of Jbo clerical and
mpmnji from all points In the jurisdic- commission of three members a Rus- national liberal parties also attacked
.ioi fcf JJhe Wefetera. Passenger asso- sian, Swede and Norwegian the ex- existing conditions. Dr. Schroederof
ipiatleu.
SENATOR JONES penses of government
This puts Las Vegas on a par with
being met by the national liberals deplored the fact
land taxes and other arrangements for that these conditions were not confin
Denver, Colorado Springs and all other
revenue, subject to the assent of all ed to Berlin. The smaller cities, too,
iiuamer resorts as regards rates. The
HE the signatory powers. It is proposed are becoming infected, he said.
TELLS
SOLON
summer rates will go Into effect June PRESIDENT
Johann von Dailwltz, minister of
"SKATED ON THIN ICE" IN
that this international convention shall
1 and the return stub is good until
be renewable every 18 years.
the interior, declared that there were
HIS SPEECH
'October 31, with stopovers at all points
Spitsbergen is 625 miles from the great obstacles In the way of a euc- ;along the line.
The Santa Fe in issuing its folders
Washington, Marchj ,i; 19. President noiitH.,:ple. It was from one of these cessful campaign against the dangers
lor' the summer travel, will advertise v ilson told Senator Jones, republican, Islands lliat two unsuccessful atleu.p;s of present conditions. Be uald the
Xaa Vegas and its attractions along of Washington, today that he was have been made to i each the pole by government was trying to retuce the
"with all the other cities that have the "skating on thin ice" in his speech balloon. . , The Swedish engineer, S. A. number of doubtful resorts ind had
:summer rates. It will be the best ad yesterday, which broadly intimated Andree, assayed the trip In 1897, but actually effected a considerable reducvertisement Las Vegas ever had.
that the president had not decided to was never heard from after he left tion in the. number of places hojding
licenses. It was hoped eventread
occurs
to
a message, to congress on the the island, Walter W. Wellman, an
in
ua
It
view of the
that
advertising campaign the Commercial Panama tolls question until after Sir American, tried the same thing 10 ually to abolish entirely the
to years later, but never got far away "animation bars," where female waitLionel CarJen, British, minister
club is going to carry out, a little
resses urge the guests to drink as
from the base.
work on rates to Albuquerque, Mexico, visited the White House.
much
and as often as possible and he
rtwlta for summer and winter, might
The senator discussed with the pres
Medical Men Assemble
expected much from the new measure
fcring very profitable results. Albu- - ident certain regulations of a pending
.
fisheries bill affecting the salmon InLondon, March 19AThe Clinical about to be laid before the relchstag
guergue Herald.
WilMr.
but
in
the
northwest,
v
Congress of'SUrgeons of North Amer- for the regulation of the liquof traffic
dustry
to the ica to be held here during the week throughout the empire.
son turned the conversation
No earnest defender of th night
TIME'S CHANGES
senator's speech of yesterday.
beginning July 27 will bring more
all Its phases
The president told callers after American and Canadian medical men life of Qerman .cities
to
the
has
attacks in
as
replied
;
Then
yet
..Medical
a
sugges-to London than, the World's
wards that he could not get
The the diet, but one apologist has directSixteen years ago today the battle- tion on the Mexican question out of Congress heldlierea-Jast'iyBsr.i;- .
to a reason Justifying
ship Oregon began the most remar'i-;&bl- e Sir Lionel "with a scorK screw" and committee 6ncfarWrmiW,'iai(hav- - ed attention
race against time also that the conference was purely for ing difficulty in getting 'steamship ac later hours for restaurants an! cafes
in all naval history. On this date in information on the. general situation commodation for the delegates, as in Germany than In other cqjntries.
work1893 It left Saa Francisco to Join the in Mexico. The president had written. they expect to provide tor J.dou trav This i the manner in which to
i
divided.
The
averaje busThere his tolls message and decided to delfv-- ' el's over a short period during .the.. ing day
warship J in Atlantic waters
iness
for
house
operatitns
mA
suspends
the
Lionel;"
busiest
was an effort to surround
time of
Oregon's er it before he saw Sir
to two and a
f
from one and
.movements with secrecy, but everyOfficiate said neither the tolls luas-tioThis will be the fourth congress of half hours at noon, when the big meal
nor 'any' "suggestions for future
body guessed her mission 'and beis
were made on the' success of the trip. policy in the Mexican situation came the organization, which hitherto al of the day is taken, and close only at
to
TTension relaxed7 for a time after the VP in the! .talk with Sir Lionel.
ways met In America, Dr. Franklin eight. This forces the employes
if
into
and
the
w;ork
they
'
evening
l
her
at
Statement
Makei
Callao, Peru,
Jones
Oregon appeared
Jk,,lir$i ofic,fce'retary:..gen-era'
of the congress, baa been here wish to yiait theater,. moving picture
tirst stop, but it became the more Senator Jones returned to the Capimust go directthe
to
In
"as
southward
senate
.acute
company with Dr. A, D. Ballou, also show or concert, they
she steamed
today
tol and gave the
from
business withtheir
of
'
ly
'.placff
of Chicago, arranging with the Eng
a president's unqualified denial.
ward tie Straits .of. Sragollau.'i-lierfor-.c The after-theatout
.
pausing
euppir.
iera-the
of
:
the
said
lurked
aad
lish
committee for
program
'Spanish torpedo, boat
''The,; president assures bib,"
not-i
supper
luxury, for
'..
pie pas&lng' of the vIrj Jones, '.'that there" was no' basis congnessi
jwsluous seas
but
md
&
them,
they make
necessity,
al
to
have
to
who
the
1
burgeons'
straits hazardous. After 23 days out of fact la "the articles referred
Among
up a big part of tha'eowd that tills
,to
address
invitations
the
with
Francisco
.dashed
regard
accepted
conclusions
San
"the
warrant
ready
Oregon
tut
public eating and rinklng places
into the Atlantic, and up the coast, to this government and its relations the congress are Dr. Charles H. Mayo the
from 11 luntil 2 o'clock
1 of
Mur
B.
John.
Dr.
matter.
Minn.,
in
the
the
report
Rochester,
with Great Britain
gpanish warships
evading
ed lying In wait for her. On the even-;Sa- g think I was misunderstood in that I phy of Chicago, Professor Stittier of
cf May 24 she steamed into Jupi- - did not draw the conclusions myse'if, Paris,. Dr. Robert Jones of Liverpool, Chamberlain's Tablets fr Constipation
Tab-let.tr Bay, having covered the 14,000 but took them from newspaper re Dr. G. E. Armstrong of Montreal, Dr. For constipation, Chanberlain's
are excelelnt. Eas- - to take, mil J
tnitoa in 87 days. The" record trip ports. I think it only juat to the pres- George Emerson Brewer of New York,
and gentle in effect. ur them a trial.
".made her commander, the now Rear ident that I make this' statement be- Dr. E. Wylls Andrews of Chicago.
For sale by all dealers.-Ad- v.
wel
will
be
The American delegates
Admiral Charles E, Clark (retired), cause I do not want itomisrepresent
comed at a formal meeting by Am
'"J '
national hero.
anybody."
WELCOME FOR W. E McKINLEY
Now
Senator Jones declared the lncldeut bassador Walter nines Page.
are
London
The
Champaign; 111., Ward 19. Citizens
keenly
eurgeons
be
'the
served to illustrate
necessity fjr
Today the Oregon's trip, may
interested in the coming congress and of Champaign and Urlaoa and stu'i J a
a v 'y c e n 1 mroe in formal! oft on ttie
W i '
to dents ! of the' state titlversity have
a, f 1 pgain urged his resolution are making extensive; preparations
1
t
t mVh.3 ca'l us on the president for inforrna- demonstrate everything London has joined In arrangements or a big weli ' 'y t i 16 C
to show in the way of surgery. One come tomorrow in honr of William
2
t (
t. I ' 3 'u,
p n , ti' .at government had protestmj
of the stated objects of the congreas B. McKinley, who is to arrive home
t. i 3 ( i ,
i
r
r f n c
t exomptioDS for
is to mafcei'.ttie '.A'tuertcaa
surgeons from a tour of the wold. Mr. Mc'
o
& noi ' At a "pis again deferred when realize their own limitations and while Kinley is a former mealier ' of confd jti. Pan as, t
to aid this desire the Lon- gress and has long ; tea cinssed
p beaming at tbe.same rata Senator Bristow requested that it ?o attempting
don
expect their American among the foremost eikeos of "tbls
with
surgeons
confer
could
he
make
until
r ,.), might
JupiUer joer
section of Illinois.
colleagues to reciprocate.
from San Francisco In'bers of the canals coramJsalon.
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selves. I have again tried to be brief
that you would be inclined to permit
me to make some further comments
''
upon social citizenship.
Foley Cathartic tabintu
effective, thoroughly cleansing and always pleasant in action...- They contain
blue flag, are a remedy! for constipation and sluggish liver,- - and a tonic to
the bowels. Which arn JmnrnvM hv
their use. Try them. They do not
iau iu give rener ana satisfaction: O.
G. Schaefer
and- - Red - Cross
Drug
Store. Adv.
;..

Up-to-Ba- fe

Jewelry

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Following is the third of the series
of communications of District AttorKansas City, March 19. Hogs.: re
ney Charles W. G. Ward in. regard to ceipts 4,000. Market 5 to .10 cents

Kewpies
The New V

higher. Bulk $8.608.70; heavy $6.65
8.75; packers and butchers $8.55
8.70; lights $8.408.65; pigs $7.50

Fins
WatchChains
for the Belt
Waldermar
Chains
Sautoir

social conditions:
To the Editor of The Optic:
the discussion
: "Sir: -- Continuing
two
as to the dior
a
ago
begun day
rection which united effort on the.
part of those who feel some responsibility for the general welfare, should
take in this state, I wish to deal
briefly with the matter of the rural
saloon. I have become very familiar
with conditions in the country dis
tricts, and after studying them for
years I have been forced to the con
clusion that the effect of the saloon
in the country Is wholly bad. and that
the legislature ehould wipe it out of
existence.
"For the most part the kind of
whisky and wine sold is of the vilest
and the scarcity of ice results in a
scarcity of beer and soft drinks. Not
only ia it true that a large part oftiie
crime, of the state may be traced directly or lndirectl to the unregulated
country saloon, iwl; maqiy pi tne men
are becoming demoralized and Idle,
and, worse than all, the young boys
In many Instances have every avenue
of promise for the future cut off by
forming intemperate habits.
"I know communities where a few
years ago the men were Industrious
and fairly prosperous, where one
never heard of crimes and disorders,
where, since saloons have been start
ed many of the men, in some in
stances a majority, have just about
ceased work and have become not only
idle but lawless. And it is the women
and the little children who suffer
most. I have watched the effect in
other districts where, in seven " or
eight instances, under the laws we at
present have, the saloons In the small
communities have been closed. Sur
prisingly good results have followed.
"The poor countryman with the
few goats or cattle, the ocanty acres,
has a mighty poor chance against the
astute merchant, with wet goods on
the rear shelf, who pats the customer
on the back, induces him to imbibe
of the stuff that passes for whisky,
and is then ready to wait on him. And
the young boy who have gotten Into
the habit of getting drunk at every
dance they attend are already ruined
well nigh beyond redemption.
"Believing, as I always have, that
the only effective and permanent tem
perance reform possible is through
proper education and that prohibition!
laws could not do much to put a stop
to the drinking of liquor until the
sentiment of the people supported
such laws, it nevertheless appears to
me that the time has come when the
unregulated and unpoliced country sa
loon ehould be banished by law.
"Can the law be enforced? It can.
It can be enforced because the substantial,
thinking people1,
men with boys growing up, many who
have themselves suffered from the
habit, are almost a unit against the
saloon. They don't want it. It is being forced upon them. Let the coun
try voter alone and four out of five
will vote, against the saloon every
time he gets a chance. .Look.at Old
Mesllla! Twos Htudned ; idryiiitwo, wet.
Every country' precinct to Dona Ana
county .going dry! Prohibition elec
tions being called by the country neo- in all parts of th- - state! Money
and work g being expended to maintain- the saloon, but the ' unbiased
country vote is against it. I have
talked to hundreds or the Mintry people and they are almost unanimous.
The majority- of the political leaders
are joining the movement and many
of those, who do not are merely afraid
to declare themselves', for jfftar;.flio'
tnay jnse votes. The CatboH.ri: priests
as well aS the Protestant ciergy are
working together. In, Dona Ana county the .Bplendldwork of father Murphy fend Father Vandermussen yas
the most important of all factors in
the late campaign.
; "Any honest man wno has observed
conditions and sounded the Bentiment
must: conclude that the country peo-- .
pie should be no longer put to the
trouble and expense of waging a hun
dred prohibition campaigns by districts; that a law should be passed
covering every 'part of the state except the municipalities, abolishing the
saloon. It is futile to hope to reach
& proper standard of citizenship
In
this state, when upon scores of thousands of the most desirable of our
citizens who have never been afford
ed a fair chance of education and en
lightenment is being forced a traffic
which they fear and dislike, but
against the injurious effects, of which
they' are not able to protect them

8.

Cattle, receipts 1,300. Market strong.
Prime fed steers $8.609.25; dressed
beef steers $7.258.B0: western
steers $6.B08.25; southern
steers

$6.508.25; cows. $4.357.60; t heifers $6.758.75; Blockers and feeders
$6.758.40; bulls $67.50; calves

$6.509.75.

'Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market strcn?.
Lambs $6. 907. 40; yearlings ?C.25
6.90; wethers $5.506.25; ewes $5 25

Chains

6.

Friendship:
Bracelets

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, March 19. Steadiness of

the early market and the absence cf
orders prompted operations' for the long account, and prices
were,v advanced. The government's
suit against Lehigh . Yalley appeared
to have been discounted in yesterday's
decline and the anthracite shocks, be;,
,;
trayed no weakness. . : :
Reports from the Steel .trad told
of decreasing new orders and. the possibility of contraction of operations In
some mills. These reports were
offset by the favorable character
of United States Steel's annual state
ment The d"mand for stocks wa-- not
heavy but at noon the get eral level
showed a fractional impi'ovement.
Bonds weie irregular,
Forced selling of the Rook Island
stocks and o);p.teral bonds establislud
them at,- new- "ow figures. '., The 1 rds
were sold on fears that the. May Interest, would be defaulted. Burlington
joint fours were bought extensively
and rose a point to 98.
Chronic, weakness of Rock Island is
sues and severe fall in express stocks
did not impede confident buying of
specialties. The tobacco and fertilizer
stocks were marked up and the, lead
ers showed renewed firmness.
The market closed firm. Absorpt'.on
of specialties had a good effect on gen
eral tone. Coal stocks hardened to
their best figures.
The last sales were as follows:
IVk
Amalgamated Copper
101
Sugar .
Atchison ...
.;...;Vv.:fi7k
'.: .i64Vi
..
Reading . i ....... i ..
Southern Pacific
94i'
!
.'.
Union Pacific
,158
1.1 v'64
United States Steel1;
United States Steel, pfdV.i. I."... IN

outside-sellin-

AT TAUPERT'S

(

par-iall- y

i

1

........

'.'

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

Chicago, March 19. Corn today took
on fresh activity and strength.' Big
cash sales were reported at Kansas
City and commission houses were generally on the buying slda Pit speculators, however, leaned to the belief
that a reaction was In order on account of the nuge Btook here and the
relatively slow spot demand. Stoppage of the rain, 3 In Argentine also
acted as a check on tne bulls. First
cent higher,
to
prices were
and there was pome further gain, but
before the end inclined to sagA The
net
close was strong, s,i to
higher.
Snow in Nebraska and Kansas eased
wheat. Prices opened Vi. off to a
shade up and gradually suffered an
decline. The close was
above last night.
strong to
Demand for oats proved to be tame,
and accordingly a slight rise in quotations failed to last
'
First sales of provisions varied front
ad10
to
cents
as
the same
last night
vance. The gains, however, were not
well held. The closing quotations
were as follows:
Wheat, May 93; July 89.
Corn, May 67; July 69.
Oats, May 40; July 40.
Pork, May $21.67; July $21.57.
Lard, May $10.85; July $11.05.
Ribs, May $11.55; July $11.67'.
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DEVELOPMENT

.

Generally, true style changes rather slowly,
fit
v.j
a
showing gradual development from one season
-

,

to the next.

je

Owing to several well defined

primary

causes the styles for Spring 1914 differ radically
from those of any previous season.
We have an excellent

assortment of rcdyt

made garments now in our display, room, end
will deem it a great pleasure to show and ex-

--

plain the new styles to you.

Wili'yoti come micooa
aEil 22 them?
'
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
REDFIELD STORY
Washington, March 19. Secretary
Redfield's recent report on the prosperity of shingle mills of the northwest was attacked in the house today
by Representative Humphrey, republican, of Washington, who declared it
DENIES

ULSTER

PERSONALS

LIKELY TO BE

R..B, McBrlde of Albuquerque was
a business visitor here today.
E. "E. JohnBon left yesterday for
Springer on a short busineas visit.
Frank Staplln of Albuquerque came
in this, afternoon for a brief business

visit.
J. ;;;S.

'

'

.'

-

'

An-fo-

was.basen on anonymous evidence,

ilgEDi

obtained by partisan investigators,
"with a view; to preconceived notions
of their chief."
Mr. Humphrey recently charged that
the mills had been Injured by the new
tariff. Secretary Redfield's report
was a refutation of that

From Page One.)

t

Williamson of Colorado
Springs was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
"William Bell, representative forjthe
K. C. Baking Powder company, was a
business visitor here today.
N. EX Moore came in last night from
Chicago and' will be a business visitor
here for the next few days.
W, F. Stephenson of El Paso, Tex.,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today. He came In last night.
Harry Hoskins, a well known Las
Vegas boy, came In last- night from
Denver for a .short business visit
Mrs. J. W. Johnson left tht& afternoon for Benver, where she will visit
friends and relatives for the next few
weeks.
Bernard Kastler, dispatcher for the!
Santa Fe Railway company at Lam.v,
came in this,Af ernoon for a short visit
"
with friends?
M. W. Alvin of Memphis, Tenn., arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will remain here for some time as a
business visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Horne of Denver, Colo., arrived In Las Vegas this
afternoon and will remain here for several days as visitors. .
C. L Keen, manufacturer's agent
for a number of furniture houses in
the middle east states, was a business
visitor in Laa Vegas today.
R. G. Sutherland, bonus supervisor
for this division of the Santa Fe Railway companlf, was a business visitor
here today from Albuquerque.
William Balfour, connected with the
auditing department' of the Santa Fe
Railway company at Albuquerque,
tame in last night for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Anton returned
to their home In Santa Rita yesterday
r
or the past several weeks. Mr.
the past several weeks. Mrs. Anton came in Tuesday Might.
Miss Nelle C. Stevenson, Mrs. A. S.
Holn and Mrs. G. T. Stevenson arrived
in Las Vegaa last night from Hamilton, 0., and will spend the summer
here. They formerly resided here for
a short time.
John Cook, drummer for the Photoplay theater, left yesterday afternoon
for Salina, Kans., where he will locate.
He will be connected with a picture
show managed by James S. Duncan,
Jr., formerly of this city.
A. Castle, ' representative
for the
firm of Comstock, Castle & Co., manufacturers of etoves of Quincy, 111.,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today. He is a friend' of Waite Davis,
and spent yesterday evening with him.
A delegation of the Royal Neighbors
of America arrived In Laa Vegas this
afternoon from Albuquerque and will
Temain in this city over night The
ladies are returning to their homes In
Raton from Albuquerque where they
have been attending a state conven
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Marken, accompanied by their son, arrived In Las
Vegas last night from California and
spent today here looking over land
properties. Mr. Marken is a property
owner in this section of the state.
The Markens are returning to their
home in Toledo, O., from Calfornia.

LEADERS

their will, the unionists absolutely refused.
The opposition leader then made his
SNOW IN TEXAS
offer of a guarantee that the unionists
Memphis, Tenn., March 19. Snow
would place no impediment in the way
of carrying out the will of the people and rain, accompanied by a bitlm?
If the government would take a refer wind from the northwest was reported
endum of the United Kingdom on the today from' various sections of Oklahome rule bill and the local option homa, central and western Texas and
one of
proposal for Ulster. He promised that Arkansas. The snowfall was.
if the result of the referendum was in the latest on record In central Texas.
favor of the bill as amended by Pre- - With predictions of colder weather
mier 'Asquith's local option proposal, for tonight great fear was felt in
nothing would be done by the union- Texas for fruit trees and- gardens,
'
ists against the putting into operation which are well advanced.
of the bill of the people completely
and without delay. If Mr. Asqulth re
fused the course suggested, said Mr. LOBBY WORKS TO
Law, it could only be "because the
government thought, In the words f
DEFEAT A BILL
Winston Spencer Churchill, that the
question should (be settled by bullets
rather than 'by votes."
Mr. Law's speech concluded.;, wRh EFFORT IS MADE TO KILL ACT
.
.em x:&
the following words-THAT WOULD REGULATE
"What about the army? If It is only
PRISON PRODUCTS
a question of disorder, the army will
and ought to obey, but if it is a quesWashington, March 19. Charges
tion' of civil wan the soldiers are
that an organized lobby 'is working to
like the rest ofithe people. The ,1 of oat thk TTiiuTiftis ml iri reeulate
arlny wiinbe divided and that force (Shipments" of 'convict 'labor products
fie' destroyed, on which we depend for will be
investigated by the senate
our national safety.
lobby committee at a special meeting
;Pre1riieti Asquith,' however, looked tomorrow. Chairman Overman late
coldly on the proposition of a referend- today issued subpoenas for witnesses,
um.'- He said he would not go farthIt has been represented to the lobby
er than to say the government took committee that funds are supplied by
note of it1 The premier, who spoke prison contractors to carry on an or
ganized campaign against the Hughes
only for a few minutes, said:-"The government does not . recede bill. The committee has been Blip- from its proposals, under which there plied with Information of previous ef
would be no coercion of Ulster. The forts, some of them successful, to
scheme gives a six years' trial of home nrp.vRtit. mnvict labor leeislation. In
rule before there would be any attempt one case wardens of several peniten
to bring Nlster under its provisions. It tiaries are said to have handled
is my belief that in the government's money contributed by prison contract
Droopsals lies the only hope of a last- ors to kill a similar bill in 1900. Ac
cording to statements in the hands of
ing settlement."
tba ''.committee the wardens met in
Washington, engaged counsel and car
THREE HEN LOST IN
ried on a systematic campaign against
the bill, which had passeu the house.
It never passed the senate.
liUZF Subpoenas were Issued for Edward
Boyle of Chicago and E. Stagg Whit
chairman of the executive board
ney,
ELEVATOR
LARGE
BUILDING OF
Both
of the prisons associations.
COMPANY BURNED TO
.,
In
be
to
were
Washington.
reported
GROUND
THE
citl-sfc-

'

A'DOIWIR

Fire,
Detroit Mich., March
which broke out this afternoon in the CANAL TOLLS DEBATE
y
building occupied by the
Elevator company, TO. BEGIN NEXT
Houghton-Detroi- t
EK
in the downtown district, Is believed
to have resulted in the death of three
men, who were working on the fifth REPRESENTATIVES ASSURE THE
floor. Four men were employed on
PRESIDENT HOUSE WILL
TAKE IT UP SOON
that floor,! 'Que. escaped through a
skylight ,.JIe, was badfy burned1 and
cut and could give no information
Washington, March 19. Representaconcerning; the fate of his compan- tives Shirley and Covington, who,
with Representatives Admonson and
ion's,
i
The elevator1 company's building Palmer, will lead the administration
was destroyed and the flames spread fight In the house to repeal the Panto an adjoining structure.
ama tolls exemption, told President
Wilson today that the repeal bill
A BIG FOUR WRECK
would be taken up, probably Monday
Marion,' Ind.j Marcn 19. Big Four or Tuesday, with a special rule limitpassenger train No. 33 was wrecked ing debate. They declared that a
at Ueer Creek hill, south of here, this large majority would vote for it
afternoon when, the engine was derailThe congressmen conferred with
ed and overturned. One coach also the president on certain phases of the
fett' lhe Jtacfc, ,hut William A. Jack- treaty and reiterated
Charles Hargraves, an. insane con- - son, the fireman, who la said to be that American battleships would be
vict escaped frem the New Mexico- rab'rloU'sly Injured, Jf&sfthe only person exempt ftdmYtoils il'41iat he United
Hospital for the Insane Tuesday night hurt The cause of the wreck has States has'certaln'Tighti to fortify the
'
'' - and is still at large.
not yet been determined.
i.
canal.
19.

THURSDAY,

MARCH 19. 1914,

TO EXEMPT LABOR
Washingtonu, March 19. Proposals

for exemption of labor unions from
new anti-trulegislation were (discussed at conferences between President Gompef and Secretar;Morrison
of the American Federation of Labor
and Speaker Ciar?. E 1
No conclusions were announced.
House members are preparing to press
for a specific provision when the bills
come up. Representative Keating may
ask "for a caucus, ' Secretary Bryan
probably will be asked to support the
proposition,

JOHN W. HARRIS, Pres

EAST

KILLED

i

'

Visions of departed glory are conjured by the news that the ruins of an
Inca city,' hitherlo unknown to
hav been dlsfcowered on the
summit of the Peruvian Andes. There
is, perhaps, no more fascinating chapter in the history of the western hemisphere than that which deals with the
remarkable civilization of this South
American race.
Prof. Hiram Bingham of ; Tale declares the ruins to be the largest, with
the one exception of Cuzco, that have
yet been discovered. They derive
additional interest from the fact that
they have remained unoccupied since
they were deserted by their original inhabitants, and may thus be counted
upon to tell a story unmarred by the
alterations of human design.
Archeologists think the Cuzco valley of Peru was settled by the Incas
some 300 years before Pizarro landed
on the coast. It was in 1527 he first
cast envious eyes upon the wealth and
He
glory of this new world empire.
returned to Spain with his story, and
made a contract to conquer the
empire. He paid the price of his life
to gratify his ambition, but the Inca
empire fell and the glories of a great
people passed when Spain took pos-

'.'.-.-.-'

AN EMPLOYE

COLLIER IN DANGER
Vallejo, Cal., March 19. After 100
tons of coal had bean received from
the hold of the new army collier Jup-

'

te

The city of Machu Plchu escaped
Spain's discovery, hidden in its moun
tain fastness, and we await with inter
est the revelations its undisturbed
treasures
may afford.
Assuredly
archeology will be enriched, and there
is reason to hope that art may gain
by exploration of the ruins.

Or,e

LIVE ON

MRS. WILSON HONORED

PLAYS AND PLAYERS,

y-- ,

added' "Lord
his
to
repertoire.
Dundreary'
"The High Cost of Living", will be
Ai H. Woods' next production, c i ,h
"Maternity," another Brioux play,Js
to be seen in New York next season.
Cyril Maude will jmaka a short tour
of Canada Before , ireturrtlag! to Eng1
land,
''':'":".
to be the chief part
H. B. Warner
in the Chicago production of "Under
Cover."
Charles Hawtrey has a new play
called "Things We'd Like to Know."
i"The Midnight Girl" is to be the
summer attraction at the Cort theater
in San Francisco during the exposition.
Holbrook Blinn and the Princess
Theater company of New York have
begun a tour of the United States
and Canada.
Clyde Fitch's comply, "The Truth,"
is to be revived at tl;a New York Little theater m I
c ,
r !i o
William Coh or ii
H. Sothern has
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!F YOU Kj.v ik
Afrv- Ution lo " do things " in this world,
to enjoy the keenest delights oi
Power, Money. Faine, artl the per
fect poise of Health, b all mtans
get your teet on Uia "Road to f
Wellviiie.
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FIRST NATIONAL BAI
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $1C0,CC3; Scrjrlas acd Undivided Profits, S23.CC3.
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..SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
"Mutiny" among the Brooklyn federals was reported toda-- j tn a special
from the Chicago Federals' camp at
phreveport. The dispatch said that
Tpm Seaton, one of the league's star
pttohers, had been ordered by his
"boss," R, B. Ward, to report to the
Brooklyn club's camp at Columbus, S.
C, but that Seaton refused to leave
the Chicago camp and insisted that
he would play with .TJukor'a foam in-- t
was learnstead of with Brooklyn.
ed that Seaton had signed a Chicago
contract .originally, having' been Induced do so. when his old teammma'te
on .the Philadelphia! Nationals, A. D.
Brennan, joined Tinker's club, but
that he was transferred to Brooklyn a
'a bonus" to Ward in taking over the
Toronto franchise.

!

i

'

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUct RaynoMs, Cashier.
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Sole Agents

PACIFIC

COAST

EOXi

Los Angeles, March i9. Z.
amateur boxers registered
Pacific Coast A. A. TJ., are v
up in Los Angeles to take j srt
annual tournament for the c1.i
ships.. The title matches
ptaca under the 8u.5pi.ee9 of V
athleto club, beginnin-- with t
Ration bouts tomorrow and cj
the final's on Saturday. Thclub of San. FrancUKO is g, v.c
a good-sizedelegation to
the premier honors.
d
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Gross, Kelly
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musical come ', "I'orw it 1
;
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by Wta'
with music by John Gotdon.
l
John Ki on ! )
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l
the prim ii .1 r
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i
new play
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liCPFS AN3 T'jTTC i
New York, M.o'--i 13.
"tl.o iMi'i'-il-- ;
," tin C '
of 18 1 baikl'r.e b ' ;
a match to ;be plnyed
Ar'
Sutton at the
v
FEDERAL LEAGUE WILL PREVENT
a f
niu'ut
Only
MISS WAGNER WINS
. v
KILLIFER JOINING RIVAL
ca
f
youthful
19.
New York, March
Miss Marl"
ORGANIZATION
ed tii'i IS 2 t 'u
Wagner oi New York retained her title brJ ' t
f r v
1
as rr.Mon
vtciwn iiljor t
x i
.
id 1
lo
Chicago, March 19. The Federal
'
C
chair; n fr
by t ' a 3
' M f n'Vi '
league's injunction 'suit against Catcher Kililfer probably will be filed at
i'
cliai r K 1, Ij. t" i i
r
Grand Rnpids tomorrow, according to
tourr.an ' 1
f
E. 13. Gates, member of the Indiana
f:.t.
tsolis club, an lere.il adviser of.
the
-',uuf v.ht c.unn i toil iy
1 f
n
hde htne, rucived a i)
j"
Everett Booe, last year wun tae
r
1 im
i
t
'ititfh Nationals, a
'TO LAT " IV CI':":-- '
mat. ne would be with the Irmiana- rals It was n pl 1 ' i'
!n 1
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FISH

On the coast of North Carolina there
are several miles of low, sandy shore
where nothing grows except a coarse
grass, a few salt water weeda and wild
parsley. On these banks lives a strange
breed of half-wilhorses known as
"banker ponies." These creatures are
generally about twice the size of Shetland ponies. - Every year the herd
owners tlrive the ""bankers" Into pens,
brand the foals with the proper mark,
and catch some of the older animals
to sell to the dealers.
North Carolinians say that the beasts
must be starved Into eating grain, hay
or grass, for they have always lived
on the rank salt marsh grass of the
marshes and, oa fish, wThey catch the
fish for themselves;
t,Jow tide; with
their hoofs they dig deep holes in the
mark, and when
sand below high-watthe tide falls they greedily devour the
fish that are stranded in these holes.
Often they fight brisky over an especially tempting morsel.
j In captivity these strange horses are
intelligent, but seldom are even; In
temper. Once tamed, hey make
draft animals, for they have
a strength that is disproportionate to
their size. Foals ihat are bred from
"bankers" in captivity make valuable
animals strong and' Intelligent

'J

sj

BAIN WAGON

Remarkable Breed of "Banker Ponlee"
Native of the Coaet of
North Carolina

Washington, March 19. Lake Ellen
Wilson is now the name of a beautiful body of water in Glacier National
park. Secretary Lane has so named
it la honor of the president's wife.
Secretary Lane foutjd' the lake, said
to be th8 most beautiful "of its size In
the west, on his trip last summer. It
is a mile long and a half a mile wide.

E.

-

THE OLD RELIABLE

session!

hundred and seventy-fiv- e
unemployed
men basked today in the sunshine of
their acre of ground in North Sacra
mento, purchased yesterday from a
realty company. A score of armed
deputies watched developments.
' '
The first of the Jury trials of the
army ' leaders was begun today, Ed
ward Teesdaie being arraigned for
vagrancy. "General" Kelly will be
tried tomorrow.

iO

Ac-

-

iter, it was discovered today that ehe
had not been on fire and that no damage was done. Spontaneous combustion, or the process preliminary to actual combustion, had progressed far
enough to start the coal steaming, but
it had not reached the point of Ignition The remaining 400 . tons in
bunker No. 13, where the trouble or
iginated, will be removed and all the
other 23 bunkers will be opened up to
the fresh air. ,
ARMY BUYS LAND
Sacramento, .Calif., March 19.

on the Summit of
the Peruvian Andes May Reveal
Much of History.

Ruina Discovered

Philadelphia, March 19 The entire
estate of the late Joseph Felz, millionaire and single tax advocate, is
left to his widow, with the exception
of $50,000 willed to Walter Coates of
Middleboro, Yorkshire, England, "as
a token of appreciation of faithfulness
to me,1 and as a man." Coats was Mr.
'
Fela's secretary. The will made no
mention of .charitable. bequests.

5
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ANCIENT CITY OF THE INCAS

SHIP LOST

five-stor-

'

LAS VEGAS. N. M.

:.

'

The producers of "Within the Law"
and "Under Cover" are soon to produce a new plaly .by A. E.: Thomas,
author of "The Rainbow."
Mrs. , Patrick Campbell is to play
the flower seller in Bernard Shaw's
new playj "Pygmalion," which will be
produced in London' soon.
Some time this spring Gilbert and
Sullivan's "Pinafore" is to be convert
ed into a water spectacle and staged
at the New York Hippodrome.

three-maste-

II

CO.

.l-TR.US-

been accepted for production by A. H.
Woods.

Bremen, Germany, March 19. An
unidentified
schooner
drowned
was sunk and her crew
through a collision last night in the
North' Sea with the North German
Lloyd liner Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosser The steamer remained in the vicinity for two hours but could not discover any trace of the Bchooher's
REMEMBERED

res

I

Invites your account either Commercial of Savins. " We'pay 4 per cent oa Savins
counts, on Checkicj Accouats 2 per cent

ANOTHER IDENTIFICATION
St. Louis, Mo., March 19. The body
of Edward J. McKenna, a victrm of
the Missouri Athletic club fire, was
identified today by a brother, H. J.
McKenna of Meridian, Conn. Three
bodies remain unidentified.

crew.

PEOPLES BANK

j

Ottumwa, Iai, March 19. Two men
were killed in an ! explosion in Mine
No. 12 at Buxton, near here, late yesterday. Nineteen mules also were
killed.' 'The 'accident occurred at the
shDt tiring period and was followed
The men killed were
by a 'cave-in- .
John Williams, a stableman, and John
Taylor, a pump man, both married.

UNKNOWN

SIG NAHM, Vice

Liberal to its customers yet conservative ia its management the

i

1

TWO MINERS

GEO. II. HUNKER, Vice Pres
CECILIO ROSENWALD, Secretary
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Five cent per lln each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy lest space than two
lines All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard, to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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WANTED Boy to work in paint
hop. Inquire N. O. Hermann, 429

O

o

to-wi-t:
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For

QzIq

Approved

FOR SALE; Bourboon
eggs, 30 cents each;
home kind. Phone
' Mrs.
Charles Lewis.

0

Done Quickly and

Rightly
15he

one

FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c,
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C.
I. strong
cockerels.
May-hatche- d
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'HONE MAIN 2
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Attest:

:

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
'

Wesner.

R.

xliLi.

in town

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
102 Meets every Monday nlffM
A. M. Reeular com- munlcation first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenas sj
KhiXi
in S o'clock.
Visiting members are
Thursday
ach month. Visiting diaMy welcome
J. C. Werta, Frt
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C, &
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M, H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

A

Petten, Secretary.

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month at Woo
men ball. Visiting brothers cordial,
ly iDvited to attend. C. N. Douglaa
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR-Reg- -Je
ilar. concUv
xna-day In each mntk at Ma-

sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. Smith, E. C: Chas. Tamme. Re- corder.
',

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-- .
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No,
A. Brlnegar.
o. No. 4.
p
Blood, Secretary.
No. 8.
No. 10.
O. O. F; LAS VGAS I

iw.

Meets every Mnnrix.
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Arrive

.
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vuw. Vnlt
unit un n Tin Dfcan. 11 t . . . .
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",OUifBa cormaiiy invited to attend. No.
a. iiufa'i a, No.
' - G.: T. M. Elwnnrt C- No.
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For YOU!
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This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
(
-i- you use

f

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNdL NO. 2390-- Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the

EMPRESS
FLOUR

V

Mayor.

,

the production of their plays there.

$1 Special

"Health Warning" for March
March Is a trying month for the
C. very young and for elderly people,
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrlppe and

R.

It

s giving

you

a present for doing something
I you d do
ny
when
way
you
learn how Much

ZS
L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second anfi
fourth
Thursday
evening eacfc
month at W. O. V. hall. Vlsltln
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary

Better EMPRESS

FLOUR realb

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
:' DBntpe unll
ir
.

-

iuu tiinc.

snmiM

SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

X

For Hsnt

SILVER
FRENCH.
REY (STERLING) FINISH

L

EMPRESS
can be ok- tamed in tnu city irom

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PBICES

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hanket
Attorneyt-at-La-

La

New Mexl

Vegas,

The E. H. Sothern company has begun rehearsals of a new play by Jus
tin Huntley McCarthy, author of "If
I Were King," with a view to producing It in Chicago this spring. The
story is founded on the life of Sir
Gareth, one of the knighta of King
Arthur's round table.

OR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Dental work of any description at
Lucas County,
as.
moderate prices
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main lti is senior partner of tne firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
East Las Yogas, New Mexico
City of Toledo, county and State afore
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
MONUMENT CO
for each and every case of Catarrh
Albuquerque, N. M.
that cannot be cured by the use of
215 E. Central
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
23 Years Practical Experience.
FRANK J. CHENE.Y.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS.
in my. presence, this 6th day of Decem
ber, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Profesional Health Culture for Ladies
Notary Public.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interGeneral Massage, Hair and Scalp nally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Treatment, Facial Massage, Man!-- ,
Send for testimonials, free.
cure, Chiropody.
1
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
J
Steam Laundry Building
Sold by all dru.srgista. 750.
Phone Vegas 128
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiOffice Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. pation.

2,000 lb., or Mors, Each Dal vary
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,009 lbs. Each Dallvsry

"Young England" is the title of the

i-

latest operetta by Leo Fall, composer
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of "The Dollar Princess." The book
was inspired by the methods of the
militant suffragettes.

V

V
.

Alfed Sutro has written a

new

play for George Alexander, called
"The Two Virtues."

181 !ka

M....M..M.2So par
.M.M.M.MMS0o

.........

lbs, to 203 lbs., Each Dflivsry
Less than 60 Iba, Each Dtllvsry
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Itorers, aad Distributors ef Nataral Ics. Ua FmMta K3
t Whlk Eav Made Las Vegaa ramoaa.
Lasting QuallUea
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ad

JONES-BOWER-

)

per 1ft Ibft

.M....M.M.20o

60
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HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOOD8 OBTAINABLE! ALWAY HANDLED

pneumonia are to be feared and avoided. Foley's Honey and Tar is a great
BABY CHICKS, 10c. Rhode Island Reds
family medicine that will Quickly stop J. E. ROSENWALO LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery a cough, check the progress of a cold
every first Tues
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os and relieve inflamed and congested day of the month In the vestry roomi
air passages. It is safe, pure ana al uf
age City, Kansas.
Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
ways reliable. O- G. Schaefer and Red
m. Visiting brothers are
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
cordially In
FOR SALE Seven room brick house,
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Chart
best location on Seventh street; if
William Young, who made the stage Greenclay, Secretary.
you want a bargain don't miss this version of "Ben Hur," is at work on
an adaptation of Atherjon Brownell's MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Phone Purple 5351.
pla(y, "The Unseen
Empire." An
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
nouncement Is made that the play will Love at Woodmen of the World hall
be given an elaborate production next on the second and fourth
Mondays o'
month by Klaw and danger.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
FOR RENT Furnished house. Phone
Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Chronic Stomach Troubln Cured
Main 230.
Local Deputy. Visltint
Montague,
There is nothing more discouraging
than a chronic disorder of the stom members are especially welcooe anr
TWO furnished rooms for light house- ach. Is it not surprising that many cordially Invited.
keeping. Modern except heat No suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure is within their KNIGHTS OF
sick. T. J. Carvill, 810 Lincoln.
COLUMBUS, COUN-CI,
reach and may be had for a trifle?
NO. 804. Meets second
and
"About one year ago," says P. H.
FOR RENT Six room cottage, bath, Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a ourth Thursday In O. R, C. hall.
electric lights. 710, Lincoln, Apply package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and Pioneer building.
Visiting members
since using them I have felt perfectly are
T. Foster, 506
Grand.
cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
well. I had previously used any number of different medicines, but none G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms or them were of any lasting benefit"
with board if desired. 710 Grand. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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AND CAFE

rHB BEST

CHAS. TAMME, Cleric

()
()
()
v.::. c:;ly union
,

RESTAURANT

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting
Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-manMichael Morton, author of "The Yel
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan.
Red Turkey low Ticket," and Montague Glass, who
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy!
the stay at wrote the stories from which the play 908
Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Purple 5623 of "Potash and Perlmutter" was taken, Assistant
Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
have gone Xo. London to arrange for East Las Vegas, N. M.

FOR SALE
Household
furniture,
Mrs. Vasse, 1109 Douglas avenue.

Will Be

LOBBY

place-y-Publi-

D. 1914.

O

C)

designating polling places.
Whereas, a city election wll be held
In the City of Las Vegas, State of
New Mexico on the 7th day of April,
A. D. 1914, and
Whereas, it is necessary to appoint
Judges and clerks of said election and
designate the polling places at 'which
votes may be oast at said election.
Now Therefore be it Resolved by
the City Council of the City of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, that the following
named persona be and constitute, and
they are hereby appointed as the
judges and clerks of said election in
the various wards of said city, and
that the following places in said wards
be and are hereby designated as poll- Ing places,
First Ward
Judges of Election R. B. Rice, Geo.
E. Morrison, Wra, Harper.
Clerks of Election .Tohn E. Mo
Guire, N. O. Hermann.
Polling place Revell's carpenter
shop, on Seventh street.
'
Second Ward
Judges of Election John Shank, Dr.
F. E. Olney, H. B. Hubbard.
Clersk of Election N. B. Roseberry,
Pete Linn.
Polling place City Hall.
Third Ward
Judges of Election H. G. Coors,
Pete Murphy, A. D. HIggins.
Clreks of Election Thomas Lipsett,
Wm. Shillinglaw.
c
Polling
Library.
Fourth Ward
Judges of Election Wm. Sparks,
A. T. Rogers. Sr. Jose Bustos.
Clerks of Election F. J. Wesner, E.

oAe

P. O. ELKS Meets second
and
fourth Tuesday evenlnt: of eao.h
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas
avenue. Visiting brothers
cinity; splendid opportunity for the R. Russell.
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
man.
Write
Grand
Tea
Union
right
Polling place Corner seventh and Mills, Exalted RUler: D. W. rnrtm.
Company, Colorado Springs, for parMain.
Secretary.
ticulars.
Adopted thi3 11th day of March, A.
A man to take charge of
our business in L&s Vegas and vi-
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1914.

RESOLUTION NO. 138 " '
A resolution relating to the
election to be held in the City of Las
Vegas, state of, New Mexico, on the
7th day of April, A. D. 1914, appoint
Ing Judges and clerks of election, and
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lived In a house by himselr, a long,
long way off beyond the most distant,

HE, S!!E, AND CHARLES
By F. B. WRIGHT.

Charles Augustus had had a most
unpleasant day. It had commenced
well enough, but had clouded over
,eoon after he had started on his
about the Dog, and the Rat, and
the Act-lv- e
Cat , Then Higgiua had
brought Miss Purvis a letter, and with
t something had entered Into Charles
Augustus' life' that he could by no
means understand.
You see, Charles Augustus loved his
governess greatly. She came next to
his father and mother and way above
the goat Charles Augustus had quite
decided to marry Miss Purvis when
lie grew up, and had even talked over
the details with the young lady her'
self.
The letter, when she read It, made
Miss Purvis' face go all pink and beautiful, and then pale, and her eyes fill
with tears. Then she put the letter
way In the bosom of her gown, and
Charles Augustus thought that was the
end of It. But It was not For as
often as he loked up from his book or
late he saw Miss Purvis reading the
letter, and each time he saw tears In
leg-no-

Cher

eyes.

What could it be in those scrawly
black marks to make people cry? He
ried when he was spanked or shut up
tin a closet, or had to do something he
did not want to but this wasn't like
(that Charles Augustus could not understand this silent crying. When he
cried he wanted to let the whole world
know and usually succeeded.
Later, when lessons were over, he
haw Miss Purvis through the window,
fwriting a letter, and she was crying
icver it. Plainly there was something
In this writing business which was
idecidedly unpleasant Charles Augustus decided then and there that he
would never write. Then, when she
toad finished, she went off to the village and would not let Charles Augustus go with her.
In that half hour of easy time which
came when Charles Augustus had
shifted from bis day things Into the
ample lengths of his flannel pajamas,
and, cuddling down into the big chair
with Miss Purvis, toasted his pink
toes before the fire preparatory to going bedward, he came once more
across this peculiar thing which he
could not understand. For Miss Purvis was strangely silent, only answering a listless yen or no to his observations on life, and the curious ways
of people, and the idiosyncrasies of
the goat. She did not take much interest even when he touched upon the
many things he would give her when
he became a man and they were
married the rings like mamma s
and an express wagon, and a jar of
ginger. Though her arm drew him
close when he told her Bow much he
loved her. vet Chiii-leAnenshis whs
not satisfied. He . felt as though
something invisible were between
them.
face toward him.

trees.
Charles Augustus saw the mun that
afternoon. He had came to call, but
Miss Purvis had excused herself. She
had a headache, she said. Now the
man, whose name was Mr. Houghton,
was going down the drive with great
strides, and so- intent on his own
thoughts that he did not bear Charles
Augustus call to him. It took hlra a
long time to catch up with the man.
Indeed, it did not happen until the
latter had turned off into the woods,
and Charles Augustus' hat had been
loBt oi the road, and his legs much
scratched with briers. Then Charles
Augustus told his story about the loiter, and how she had kissed it, and
yet cried, and was going away.
"And she said 'I can't! I can't!' like
that," ended Charles Augustus. " 'He
must never know, she said, and 'he
musn't never come here.' "
What wasn't he to know? and who
was
He? and did Mr. Houghton
think it was a giant that was coming
to carry Miss Purvis off? Then
Charles Augustus took the letter
from his blouse and then the man
'
knew.
"I'm afraid it la a giant," said Mr,
Houghton gravely, "and it's lucky I
heard of this in time, because I was
going away tomorrow. But now "
"But now?" said Charles Augustus
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COUNTY COMMISSIONERS'
No. 30112; M L. Cook-y- ,
Livery,
'
PROCEEDINGS
Bridge Inspection, Bridge fund, $8.00.
Monday, August 11th, A. D. 1913.
No. 10113, Optic publishing
Co.,
The Hoard met in special session Books county treasurer, etc., General
pursuant to the call of the chairman County fund, 1912, $74.75.
thereof.
Upon motion the board adjourned
Fidel Ortiz, chairman; subject to the call of the chairman.
Present:
'
John H. York, County commissioner;
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk of the Board. Attest LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk,
Approach Villanueva Bridge.
Thursday, August 14th, 1913.

road leading from Las Vegas to Mineral Hill, about D00 yards west of
said Gap, within said county, and
upon examination and the reading of
said petition the board deciding thut
such bridge is necessary, and will be
of benefit to a large number of the
inhabitants, upon motion of John IL
York1,

It is ordered by the board that the
It appearing to the Board that it The Board met in special session said petition for a. .bridge at Kearwill be necessary that an extra
pursuant to the call of the chairman ney's Gap, within San Miguel County,
New Mexico, be, and the same, is acapproach he built to connect thereof.
con-Cret-

Percy Dearest let me be the star

of your life.

Peggy You'd better go, Percy. I
hear father approaching.
Percy Oh! but I feel brave tonight.
I shall be your star, even if he does

come.
Peggy

Yes, but you will be a fixed
Better travel on your orbit
while you have time.
',

star.

THE

anxiously.
"Now I think I'll go right back to
the house with you:"
"And you won't let her be tooken
I mean taked away?" said Charles
Augustus.
"No, she isn't going away," the
man
replied "at least not very

WAY HE FELT

e

with the West end of the Villanueva
Bridge, said San Miguel County, to
be 150 feet in length, more or less,
and an estimate of the cost thereof
having heretofore been rendered by
The Missouri Valley. Brtd.ge & Iron
Company, the builders of the eaid
bridge, and a price quoted, at the rate
of $12.00 per foot, the same figures
set forth in the original contract for
the construction of said bridge, under extra concrete work, now, therefore, upon motion.
It Is ordered that the. eaid Missouri
Valley Bridge & Iron Company, pro
ceed at pnee with the construction of
said extra concrete approach to connect with the west end of the Villanueva Bridge, in eaid county, said
approach to be 150 feet lni length,
more or less, in accordance with the
price for such work heretofore submitted, $12.00 per foot,' and the clerk
is directed to give' cue notice of this
order to eaid company.
Billa Approved.

The following accounts rendered
against San Miguel County, having
been examined and duly approved by
the board, the clerk is greeted to
Issue his several warrants upon the
county treasurer, in settlement there-

far."
They got out into the road and
started back. Charles Augustus' hand
in that of his friend's, and his small
shoes plowing through the dust
And then, at a turn in the road, they
came suddenly on Miss Purvis, very
white and scared looking, and carryhat "Charing Charles Augustus'
lie," she cried, "I thought you were

of,
No. 10110, J. W, Harrison, Right of
Way, General Road fund;. 1912, $2500.0.
No. 10111, Gross Kelly & Co., repair and painting jail, C. and J. fund,
1912, $64.12.
to-wl-t:

lost"

"Charles Augustus plunged toward
"I told him!" he cried triumphantly. "I've told him all about the
letter, and how you cried because the
giant was going to carry you off, and
he says the giant shan't, and that you
Mrs. Wiggs (on the mountain top)
are going to live here happy ever
Isn't the scenery grand and ma
after, amen, like people do in fairy jestic?
stories. And you are, ain't you?'
Mr. Wiggs
Yes.
Miss Purvis loosed at the man a
Mrs. Wiggs How can you be so
came
all apathetic? In all this mountain gransecond, and then her face
pink and then sha said "Yes."
deur do you not feel anything?
It was a very happy walk back home
Mr. Wiggs Yes; thirsty.
to Charles Augustus, except that he,
to
some
for
reason, could not manage
DIDN'T KNOW HER EITHER
walk between his two friends and
hold both of their hands at the same
time, a thing which Charles Augustus
particularly wished.
her.

-

REALLY LITTLE DAMAGE DONE

Present:
Fidel Ortiz, Chairman;
John IL York, County Commissioner;
Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk of the Board.
Santiago Aragon Payment
Santiago Aragon, having presented
n
to the board, at the last regular
thereof, a bill for work and labor performed under contract with
the County of San Miguel, for making
earth fills at the Azul Bridge, within
said county, in the Bum. of $388.40,
and that eaid account waa regularly
approved and paid under warrant No.
10089, dated' August 1, 1913, and further, that the eaid amount waa in full
for all labor performed, the county
commissioners having Inadvertently
omitted to deduct the sum of $100.00
heretofore paid on account of such
work as appears by warrant No.
10088, dated July 23rd, 1913, upon
ees-sio-

motion,

It Is ordered by the board that Santiago Aragon return and pay back
the said eum of $100.00 over paid to
him by error, such, amount to be paid
to the treasurer of San Miguel County,
New Mexico, and by him recredited
to the Bridge Fund of said county,
from which .fund said amount of
$100.00' waa originally paid.
Petition Bridge Kearney's Gap.
A petition being duly presented to
the board thie day, signed by aver
400 residents and tax payers of San
Miguel County, praying that a bridge
be constructed across the first
west of Kearney's Gap, on the
ar-roy-

to-wl- t:

:

D.

(To be Continued Tomorrow)
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a
cough or cold may say, yott both bIcb
nees and money, p. f, JVXonaflSii,
Wis., says;
"I Rffl efCTosfcJl
to all kinds of weather and l .f'nd Foley' Honey and Tar Compound always
fixes me up in good shape when
catch cold or have a bad cough. 3
recommend it gladly." Refuse ail euV
statutes, o. O. Scbaefer and Rerfj
Cross Drac Store. Aov.
aier-omo-

nle,

'

PASSES ANOTHER MILESTONE
Washington, March 19. William .T.
Bryan added another year to bla ag
today, having been born March IS.
1860.
Many men prominent in pubis
life called at the office of the secretary of state during "the day to offer
their congratulations, while from alii.
parts of1 the country a countletis number of letters and messages pourcfi:
in from personal friends and admirers
of Mr. Bryan who were unable to extend their greetings to person.
Farmers and others Who I've at a
distance from a drug store should keep
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be neede.fi
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
sprains and rheumatism. It ie a powerful healing and penetrating remedy.
Price 25c, 50o and $1.00 per bottle. SW
by Central Durg Co. Adv.

OoIBY

OUR

ape

cepted and approved, and the clerk is
directed to, file same; ajso that George
H Morrison, the County Engineer, is
directed to prepare estimates, plans
and specifications for; the erection of
said bridge as paid for, to be submitted at the next session of this
body, and the clerk is Instructed to
proceed with the publication of the
advertisements
for bids for such
work, aa required by law, the 20th
day of September, A. D. 1913, being
Saturday, at 2:00 o'clock in the afternoon of said day, be now hereby fixed as the aay for the receiving and
opening, by this- body, of all bids sub- mitted for the construction of said
bridge.
Upon motion the board adjourned
subject to the call of the chairman
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
AtteBt LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Monday, September 1st, A. D. 1913.
The board of county commissioners
of the county of San Miguef, State of
New Mexico, met in regular session,
this day, the first Monday in Septem
ber, in the court house of eaid county,
at Las Vegas, New Mexico, the same
being September 1st, 1913, and the
were had,
following proceedings
''
.
y
Present: Fidel Ortiz, Chairman;
John H-- York, County Commissioner;
Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk of the Board
Florentino, Montoya, Interpreter.
Absent; Antonio A. Gallegos, Coun
ty Commissioner.

m
the last regular session and all
ial sessions held during the month "
August, 1913, rad, approved a'ni
signed.
Adjournment
Antonio A. Gallegos, a yiemher
this board, baving notified the co h .
commissioners that he is detain,
from being present's c the session- of
the eaid body this day, upou motion,
the board adjourned until ,lom!rnv
morning, Tuesday, September 2nd,' A-'
;
1913, at 10:00 o'clock.
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman..
Attest - LORENZO DELGADO, ClerX

Joke, It Appeared to Cpmedian, But to
Curio Store Proprietor It
'
Was a Horror.
George Robey, the comedian, frequently drops in for a chat with a
dealer in London. In the outer room
are vases and jars, cups, groups and
sets of pieces, valued at anything from
50 to 500 guineas. Inside is the proprietor's private apartment To reach
him you gingerly pick your way
through the thousands of pound'
worth of valuable china.
"One day, not long ago," Robey
says, "I had been chatting within, and
a friend was waiting for me in the
saloon without. As I bade the dealer
'Good morning!' and passed through
to the street I heard a dreadful crashing of broken china! My friend turned
upon me an eye glassy with anguish.

"You do love me, don't you?" he
said. "And you will wait for me until
I am big?"
She kissed him and told him "Yes"
she would always be his sweetheart.
"But I'm afraid, dear, I'll have to go
away. Will you mind?' ;
i"
Charles Augustus minded very much
and said so, and the thought kept him
The Lady But I don't know you.
awake long after he had gotten Into
sir.
il8 bed. Through the door he could
The Beau Well, I'm taktn' as much
see Miss Purvis and the fire. Then
chances as you are.
he saw her of a sudden bend forward,
her face In her arms, and heard her
A RICH FIND
sob.
Never shall I forget the proprietor's
Though he wanted to comfort her, expression of supreme horror as he
something told Charles Augustus that rushed from his sanctum and saw us
Miss Purvis wanted to be let alone.
standing amidst the debris of broken
face. chlnaware which
At last she raised a
lay strewn around
"No, It must not be!" Charles Au- our feet. He was speechless chokgustus heard her say. "They would ing. '
It is bet, think It was for his money.
"Legal proceedings? Five thousand
ter as it is better for him. I must pounds? In a word, what was the
leave here as soon as I can, and, oh, damage? you inquire. Well, I am sorI don't want to!"
ry to have to confess it (for the pro'
Then Miss Purvis took the letter, prietor was in bed for a week as the
'kissed It, and put it In a box on her result of the shock), but it was a gag
dressing table a box with curious prearranged. For my friend, who had
on it, and brought with him a couple of dozen
patterns in mother-of-pear- l
with a Queer lock that only she and cheap soup plates, had, at a given
Charles Augustus knew how to open.
signal from me, dropped them in a
Charles Augustus' mind started to heap upon the floor." London Tit
work tuiB tmng out. xnis letter was Bits.
the cause of Miss Purvis' feeling badly. It must be taken away, that was
West Indian English.
'all about
A traveler just returned from a trip
f. The room waa quiet, the Are died to
the West Indies is still laugha little glow of winking embers, Miss through
ing over the English used by the naPurvis was asleep. Charles Augustus tives"
of the islands, which strikes
My! but rich folks is careless.
got up and got the letter. Then he
on American ears.
a stylish shape throwed plum
Here's
strangely
hid it under the mattress, and went
"I was just leaving a barber shop away.
to sleep with a lighter heart. Now Miss in
Trinidad, after getting a shave," he
Purvis would he happy again, and she
"when the barber, looking closesaid,
not
would
AWFUL HIGH
go away.
at
my derby, remarked:
ly
was
Miss
Purvis
But the next day
" 'Excuse me, but
your hat is nasty,
not happy. True, she did not cry, nor
sir.'
did she read the letter which Charles
"I was about to consider it an inAugustus had craftily tucked Inside sult when he picked up the hat and
was
not
she
the
his blouse, but yet
said:
"'Your hat is very nasty, sir. Aled, and sang and romped on the lawn low me to brush it for
you.'
with him. It was not the mere pos"Another time I gave out my wash
then.
What
session of the letter,
at a hotel. Presently the black chamwas it?
came to me to explain that
"He must not come." "I must leave bermaid
here." Charles Augustus remember- the laundry people refused to underthe washing and ironing of one
ed those words. Some one was com- take
of
my
shirts, as it was too much worn
who
would
carry
ing, then; some one
Miss Purvis, the Beloved, away. and might fall to pieces in the procCharles Augustus thought of Giants, ess. The way she conveyed the inforto me was as follows:
and gypsies, and grew horribly alive mation
" 'The laundry people say, sir, dat
of
the
occasion.
His
to the exigencies
rotfather and mother were away, so one of your shirts is properly
ten!'"
.he could not go to them for
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Easy Mark.
There was only one man in Charles
Madge I hear he's very sweet on
Augustus' confidence, and he was very
big and strong, and knew everything. you.
He's good for
Marjorio Rather!
Next to the goat, who was manifestly
two pounds of candy everj
about
the
under
inadequate
circumstances,
Chariea Augustus adored this man. He week. Judge.
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LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile lamps at 6:40
o'clock this evening.
Old hats made good as new for 50c.
Mrs. L. P. Wright. Adv.

1 Galon Cans "Olivette" Brand

$2.95

Charles Stewart, assistant deputy
county assessor, Is reported as recovering from his siege of illness.

Galon Cans "Olivette" Brand 1.50
70c
Small Cans "Olivette" Brand
1-- 2

Til

For Sale Haynes

auto-

mobile, good as new, modern equip
ments. Phone Main 115 or 297 Adv.

IS THE VERY FINEST
;

Finch's Golden Weddlnig Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

This Price for this W eek Only

Vicente Montoya, employed at the
Boston Clothing house, was indisposed todaly and unable to be at his

ARIZONA $IL;

MARCH 19, 1914.

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood She has the gracious stage presence
of Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarland, a favor
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
ite here, a'nd the ability of a genuine
Dr. Jacob H. Laudau, who is to be artist in song. Madame Rlngdorff's
gin tomorrow night a series of lectures selections were admirably adapted to
on "Tolstoy" at Temple
Montefiore, show the range and sweetness of her
announced that the subject of his dis voibe, and at the same time please her
course will be "Leo Tolstoy, the Great hearers. She was suffering yesterday
est of all the Russians; His Life, from a slight cold, which compelled
Books, Excommunication and Burial." here to limit to some extent the volThe public is cordially invited to hear ume of her voice, but the tones were
this lecture and all the others In the clear- and sweet
series.
F. W. Kickbush. the fourth, artist,
Is a big man with a big voice.
He
Las Vegans, who were beginning to showed ability to sing both lullabies
congratulate each other upon the com and sailor songs, which demonstrates
ing of spring, where given a rude the range of bis voice. He sang se
shock last night, when winter weath lections of a highly classical nature
er, after several days' banishment to as well as those less "highbrow" and
the mountains, returned. A cutting his work was appreciated in each, vawind furnished entertainment for the riety,
'.'v The duet singing of Madame Rings-dorpeople who were on the streets, aud
the mercury, giving a surprised glance
and Mr. Kickbush was delightful,
at the lowering ckies, chased1 Itself Her clear soprano and hla mellow
down toward the bottom of the ther baritone blended beautifully.
mometer. The lowest temperature re
Mr. Framm, the pianist, played sev
de- eral difficult and highly classical se
gistered during the nighty was
grees. The highest temperature rec-- lections. His playing was perfect from
ordd yesterday was 68, giving a range a technical standpoint, but somewhat
of 51 degrees in 12 hours. Snow trie J lacking la sympathy anJ expression.
hard to fall today, but had little suo Nevertheless, Mr. Franim is a real ar
... tist, as was shftwa, especially by his
cess.

LIVERY aoid REPAIRING
We also

carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

ALL REPAIR' WORK

3

10. D. Black has moved from Mora
to the mesa, where he will operate a
stock farm on an extensive scale. Mr.
Black formerly resided on the mesa,
but about a year ago moved tp; Mora.

0

1

AC3KPT

An English Lutheran service will be
held Sunday afternoon in the Sunday
school room of the First Presbyterian
church, begitinfnV at 'fUti ydock. Rev.
i . iuctt.uuiar ut uiruiuv will ttuurcsa
the meeting.

1!
1

.icryaCibtirge

Direct from the Indian
ssortment fine colorings
prices.

-
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unique patterns-a- ll

Yesterday afternoon the large

win-

dow in Perry Onions florist ehow was

;;.;

'

completely demolished when a heavy
wind
struck the' pane. The glass
ruined a' 'number of plants and flowers
that were in the window on display.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

The robbery case which has been
in session before Justice D. R. Murray
for the past two days was in hearing
again this afternoon. The case involves a robbery that was committed
two years ago. According to the present rate the case will continue for
several days.,

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

The following civil service examinations will be held in this city on the
dates mentioned: April
Laboratory assistant (male) salary $900
to $1,200 per annum. April
surveyor (male) salary $100 to $150 per
month. For all other information see
E. s. Showalter at the postofflce.
15-1-

22-2-

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
good baker. It is a
na-

Ii,.

r

i

-- Sag-

u

Although it was expected that the
colonist rates would cause an unusu
ally heavy increase of business for
the Santa Fe Ttailway company, the
increase up to date has been light.
The rates have been in effect since
Sunday and the regular trains are
not carrying much over the usual
number of passengers.

tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that'even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

V

.;.f.-iA

W7-- '

All the people who received applica
tion cards for next year's lyceum
course at the entertainment given a:
the Duncan opera house last night
should inform the Y. M. C. A. by tele
phone or send the cards to that institution by mail, so that their decision
may be known. The Y. M. C. A. desires to have a large list of tickets
sold early to assure the financial success of the course. '

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE
L

13he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

masterful accompaniments for the other members of the company.
The Four Artlsts'a concert was the
REPUBLICANSiTO
fourth1
on the Y. M. C. A. lyceum
course. It gave Las Vegans an op
portunity of hearing the best there is
In music, and the fact that it was
highly enjoyed shows that Las Vegans
have the taste for enjoying the best.
WHILE DEMOCRATS A RE, TO HAyE
Not a single
'
"popular" selec
THE CLERK AND TREAS- j
tions was,.veitevnd;;nojiody.. seemed
URER, 1S"THE PLAN
to '. miss
'thpguffgoDjln' fact, it
Proiilad ''tW?city'' central' commit would have been somewhat out of
tees and conventions of the republican place.
and democratic parties agree upon the
report of the joint subcommittee of
the two organizations, there likely SITES SELECTED
will be ho contest at the coming mu
nicipal election. Some time ago the
THE NEW BRIDGES
democratic city central committee ap
pointed a (Subcommittee composed of
H. Hunker, C. N. Douglas, MAYOR TAUPERT ACCOMPANIES
George
David ,H. Condon and William G. Ogle
STATE ENGINEERS ON A
to confer with a similar subcommittee
TRIP TO MORA
from the republican city organization
for the purpose of discussing the adMayor R, J. Taupert yesterday acvisability of putting s fusion ticket In companied J. W. Johnson and H. .Ior-ga- n
the field for the city election., A short
of the state engineers office, at
time later the republican city .com- Santa Fe, on a trip to Mora, where
mittee selected tbe following subcom- the officials went for the
purpose(of
mittee to meet the democratic- Sub- selecting the site of the bridge that is
committee: Herbert "W. Clark, Harry to be built over the Cebolla river in
W. Kelly, E. J. McAVenie and M. M. Mora county. The site was selected
a short distance above the. present
Padgett.
The two committees met yesterday fordlid 'the commissioners of Mora
afternoon and decided to report to county now will endeavor to secure
the central committees that they had the right of way to
permit the use of
agreed upon a city ticket to be divid- this location for the bridge.
ed as follows: Republicans to have
Engineer Morgan remained at Mora
the mayor and twa o.f the four coun- and will be employed there during
cilman; democrats to have city clerk the next week surveying for the
d
and treasurer and two of the four
road.. Mr. r.lorgan also will
councilmen. If the city central com- attend to several other matters in con
mittees of each party agrees to this ar- nection with his work.
rangement it will be recommended to
The sites of the bridges to be built
the city conventions or the two par at Watrous were selected near the
ties vhen they meet late this month. old fords and the structures will.be
The two conventions being agreeable built In such a way as to
permit safe
to the plan, each will pick out the can- entrance to Watrous from an
easy an
didates assigned to it and ratify the gle at any season of the year; with
selections of the other convention.
the Mora and Sapello rivers at their
Several prominent men have been highest flow. .The entrance to Mora
mentioned as candidates for the va- from the north, prcwably will be
rious offices but it is not known what across the bridge over the Mora river
selections will be made bv the demo and then the right of way. will extend
crats and republicans as their choice. through the Sawyer
property and
Developments of the next several across the bridge over the Sapello
days, however, are expected to bring riw. The rightj of way through the
out the candidates.
private property miiS be secured before this arrangement is certain.
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Mora-Clevelan-

This evening at their lodge hall the
PLAYING
Royal Neighbors of America will con
uct one of the most Interesting sessions ever held since the organization
THRILLS IIEAREHS
of the local lodge. This will be in
aHd
a
form of biArHl
deception. The
drill Is to M giveifby members' of the
Raton lodge who arrived In Las Vegas VIOLINIST WITH FOUR , ARTISTS
HOLDS HIS AUDIENCE SPELLthis afternoon, while the reception
will be given by the local Neighbors.
BOUND
A successful session is expected. The
Seldom, If ever, has such. poliaUnd
Staton delegation numbered about ' 30
ladies. All members of the' "Royal violin playing as that of Jacob Reuter,
Nblghbors are requested to be present. wbo appeared last night at the Dun
can opera house with the Four Artists
On Sunday morning Bishop Frederick company, been heard in Las Vegas.
B.. IlbwJen of the Episcopal diocese Mr. Reuter is absolute master of the
of New Mexico will visit St. Paul's bow and. string, and he played upon
Memorial parishl This" will be fho the feelings of his hearers Just as
bishop's first visit to thU church since completely as he manipulated
the
he was elected prelate for this state. tones-ohis instrument.', When an audience can forget the performer and
Arrangements are being made by ,
J. S. Moore for the
of a be conscious of nothing but tho mularge ctosir by the bishop. Whether sic, it is an indication that mabter
there will bo any form of entertain- hands are at the instrument. And thai
ment for the bishop has not ypt been is, what Reuter made his hearers do
decided, as the season is Lent. Las last night. A hushed silence followed
Vegas Episcopalians would be glad of every one of his selections and the
an opportunity to give him a recep artist had nearly made his exit from
''""tion.
(he stage before the great burst of
applause came.
Reuter was encored repeatedly. He
seemed to enjoy his playing, and
VALLT AND CESSPOOL
though striving to make his music
the
seemed oblivious
of the fact, that he was appearing for
the: Pleasure of an audience. If one
Those desiring work done
could play as he can, he could be hap
will please call on or phone
py, as he pours the very emotions of
his soul into his music. This is not
A. W. Patterson,
written in a spirit
extravagant
I.as Vpps Transfrr Co.
praise, but as a dersBfed .tril-fZT S.yth S"". t
I'l.Qiie Main 41
Madame LiJJi;m KhiEsdcrff, (f;ram
has a sweet smile and a sweet voice.

REIMS

FURNISHED ROOMS IN MODERN HOMES

TJEOPLE are looking for them every

'day.--

;

Adver-tis- e

your rooms in the Optic's For Rent Column
and get results
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THE BREAD OF QUALITY
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Trial Will Convinea,You
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LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
LAS VEGAS

FORMERLY
JOED SALES COMPANY

;Bo You Propose Going
toMouse- 'If
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Our easy payment plan makes happy
T homes
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C. .. JOHNSEN

SON

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WOIffi DONE AT OUR

SI?

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
LUJAN NOT GUILTY

inflicted. Lujan's defense was that
struck over the head and- that a
pistol waa accidentally discharged at
that moment, by whom he did not
he-wa-

Santa Fe, N. M., March J 9. after
lu t'
being out eight hourg, tho j
murder case of Juan- 3 :o Lu ,.u
brought in a vt . Yt of not guilij.
The defendant received the verdict
with the same cool nonnhalanrtn thfft
hehad exhibited all during the trial,
but hi8,;aged father was visibly affected
&pi eiillrced his son. Friends who
oijffwdeir' tie court room rushed upon
Lujan and congratulated him and his
attorneys, A. B. Renehan, E.- E. Wright
and J. II. Crist.
Lujan was given his liberty imme
diately. The Jury, it is sand, was hung
for quite a while on the basis of nine
for acquittal and three for manslaughter, which .later In the evening stood
Id to two in favor q acquittal.
Lujan, who is a Santa Fe boy, was
indicted for the shooting of Manuel
Garcia at Pojoaque on the feast day
died some time after the wohd3 yere
died some time after the wounds were
-

know.
CREW IS SAVED

Kinsale, Ireland, March 19. The
British steamer Nubian signalled here
today that she had on board the crew
of the American schooner Julian A.
TrfiffShlch wag abandoned on March.
7 while on her voyage.JErom
Perth
Amboy to Martinique. The Nubian ia
on her way from Galveston to Liverpool.
OLD WRITER DEAD
Mobile, Ala., March 19 Thomas
Cooper De Lon, author of many books,
the most popular of which related lo
the civil war, died here today, aged
75.
Blindness sufferel during the
closing years of his life failed to, bait"
his literary work.''.'.
,

COUNTS

here is Safety in a good
Watch, but there. is Danger

If it may be termed a science

1

in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake our
reputation every watch that
goes out of our store,

Regardless of Price.
t

is for

everything tofurn- ish the home com- plete.

I

:

i

t

BILL

'

,...

y

! i':.3

BURNETT

Washington, March 19. The Rur.
nett Immigration bill was reported
favorably to the senate today. It retains the literacy, eptSome. of the
umuiaia uttuuvQ. .ronaenfiWiMoit may
veto it on that account.
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LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

It

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Danzlger will
be Informally at home Sunday evening
between the hours of 8 and 11 o'clock
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dan
ziger. -

1

GUARANTEED-

:

The

Science of
Selling
Farms

include

a means of presenting

must
the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

,

class in the southwest usb the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

